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Job markets to be affected 
High-tech invasion imminent 
by Morgan K. Sales 
assistant copy editor 
Editor's Note: This is the final part 
of ■ week-long series dealing with 
computers and competing for jobs in 
a high-tech society. 
Artists using light pens to "paint" 
computer generated imagery on vi- 
deo screens instead of producing 
pieces of traditional artwork is one 
example of how high tech is invading 
Job fields. 
The onrush of computer technology 
will pay off with new opportunities In 
all areas of the job market, according 
to the directors of the University 
Placement Office. 
Computer graphic companies who 
hire artists to draw on computers is 
only a part of the boom. A small 
number of other employment fields 
that will be affected by the high-tech 
invasion follow: 
• Business: The business world may 
be the biggest benefactor in the shift 
to standardized computer use in the 
workplace. 
"Accounting, economics, produc- 
tion procurement, and operations 
management have the biggest need 
for computer trained employees in 
the future," Florence Lehman, asso- 
ciate director of placement, said. 
Hie introduction of micro-comput- 
ers and inexpensive home computers 
could aid the small businessman in 
his efforts to make his business opera- 
tions more efficient and make a 
profit, according to a representative 
of Glass City Computer Consultants. 
• Communications: Telecommuni- 
cations one of the fastest gro 
industries over the last 10 years,' 
continue to provide job seekers with 
an abundance of job prospects say 
many experts. 
According to Ray Laakaniemi, as- 
sociate professor of journalism, com- 
«uter services such as Teletext, 
ideotex, (in operation in Tiffin, 
Ohio) and Qube (operational in Co- 
lumbus) link home computers to data 
sources. 
Eventually these computer link-ups 
will allow consumers to bring banking 
services, stock transactions, bill pav- 
ing, news and advertising directly 
into the home. 
• Community Services: Social sci- 
ence majors who are seeking social 
work positions deal mainly with "peo- 
ple-oriented" tasks. 
Marshall Rose, assistant placement 
director at University said while 
there is not a great demand for com- 
munity services majors with com- 
puter training he does forsee an 
increase in the future; although he 
could not say when the change would 
occur or what effect the Increase 
would have. 
• Health and Medicine: Again the 
need for human contact in this field 
wfll not allow for high-tech invasion. 
However, a basic need for computers 
will be to assist medical records ad- 
ministration personnel in keeping or- 
ganized the large amount of records 
and files that are accumulated, Rose 
said. 
However, computer technology will 
become vital in the areas of drug 
development and research. The tech- 
nical aspect of health and medicine 
will benefit from the use of comput- 
ers, Hose added. 
• Education: Computer technology 
will open new job fields for teachers in 
the upcoming years. Already scarce 
math, science and vocational teach- 
ers will be sought in increasing de- 
mands to teach computer related 
skills to students at all levels of educa- 
tion. 
According to Jerry Richardson, act- 
ing director for the placement office, 
this year the University will graduate 
two computer science teachers. A 
total of 12 are enrolled in the whole 
College of Education out of about 3,000 
students. 
"We get requests from school sys- 
tems across the nation for computer 
science teachers and we can't supply 
them," Richardson said."Not every 
(school) district is going to have a 
computer science program, but if 
every one in Ohio did that's 615 dis- 
tricts. So that means automatically 
we're 613 in the hole and that's just for 
Ohio." 
RICARDSON EXPECTS an in- 
crease in the number of computer 
science teachers as more colleges set 
aside the money needed to purchase 
computer hardware and obtain com- 
puter science teachers. 
.The directors of the Placement Of- 
fice caution students that while com- 
puter knowledge may be vital, 
communications skills should not be 
neglected. 
"We still have to be able to talk to 
one another, work together and get 
along with one another in a social 
setting," Maries Clement-Tanabe, as- 
sistant placement director, said. 
"The mistake most people make is 
they use a computer without clearly 
defining what they want to do with it, 
Rose said, adding, "The computer in 
and of itself is not all that magical. It 
should only allow us to do what we do 
better." 
1963estimate forecasted 30,000 students 
"By JeRUt Povosko 
reporter 
Welcome to Bowling Green State 
University, home of a sports arena, 
On parting garages, two Business 
Administration Buildings, a con- ference center, an International 
Student Center, two heating plants 
and 30,000 students. 
This may sound a bit far-fetched 
but according to Robert McGeein, 
director of capital planning, the 
University experienced so much 
growth, mat at one point student 
enrollment was expected to reach 
30,000 and plans were drawn up to 
accomodate the projections. 
"In the early 60s, demand for 
admission rose dramatically and 
the University had no way to meet 
the enrollment demands," Mc- 
Geein said. "We wanted to know 
where to put any new buildings so 
their location would make sense at 
that time and in 50 years, which 
was how the plan started." 
The plan was first discussed in 
1963 and covered three phases: 
enrollment of 11,000, and the pro- 
jected enrollment phases of 15,000 
and 30,000. The plan was completed 
in 1966 with the aid of Caudill, 
Rowlett and Scott, New York- 
based architects, engineers and 
planners. 
According to the growth projec- 
tion plan, to fit the needs of 30,000 
students, the University would 
have had to increase parking 
spaces from the present 10,636 
spaces to 22,546 spaces. Academic, 
residential, administrative and 
recreational spaces would be in- 
creased based on a square foot per 
person basis. 
BASED ON the growth projec- 
tion plan, many University build- 
ings would be expanded to fit the 
needs of more students. 
According to McGeein, the 
growth projection plan will proba- 
bly never be put into action. How- 
ever, within the next six years, 
students will see the expansion of 
the Pine Arts Building and the 
addition   of  a  computer  center 
which will be located in Hayes 
Hall. 
The original growth plans also 
stated that many buildings would 
have to be expanded such as the 
library. Union, greenhouse, tele- 
vision station, football stadium and 
Home Economics Building. In ad- 
dition, the Business Administration 
Building would also be housed in 
the present Memorial Hall, and the 
Student Health Center would be 
used only for health services, in- 
stead of housing other offices as it 
is now. 
McGeein added that when dis- 
cussing the growth plan the plan- 
ners had to focus on the 
environment, land and assets of the 
University as well as the funda- 
mental concepts that are impor- 
tant to Bowling Green. 
"These concepts deal with the 
enviornment which we wish to 
keep, those being that Bowling 
Green is a residential, pedestrian 
campus with visual entry (open 
Sees) and bicycle paths," tie- 
in said. 
According to McGeein, the early 
60s saw the completion of about 11 
buildings which were needed to 
bring enrollment capacity to 
15,000. "Presently the University 
uses 600-700 of the 1,200 available 
acres, the 30,000 enrollment expan- 
sion called for use of the land north 
of the Psychology Building," Mc- 
Geein said. "Presently the unused 
land which the University owns is 
rented out as farmland.'' 
McGeein said that the projected 
growth plan was phased out in 1972 
when the Ohio legislature put a 
ceiling level on the five state resi- 
dential schools, which include the 
University, Ohio University, Kent 
State University, Miami Univer- 
sity and Ohio State University. 
"The ceiling level was set at 15,- 
000, except for Ohio State since 
their enrollment already exceeded 
that level," McGeein said. "The 
legislature felt that due to the stu- 
dent unrest on residential cam- 
puses in the late 60s and early 70s, 
an optimal level of management 
would be 15,000 students." 
Cancer victim spreads hope in book 
KINSMAN, Ohio (AP) -When Janet 
Britton wrote a book about her bout 
with breast cancer she planned to 
only have copies printed tor her two 
small children, but now it's being 
published for national distribution. 
After doctors told her the had 
breast cancer in I960, Britten's first 
concerns were for her two young 
children. 
"They were so small, only seven 
and nine. Neither was mature enough 
to understand, yet I wanted them to 
know now I felt," the 36-year-old high 
school English teacher said. She tea- 
ches at Badger High School in 
Kinsman. 
So she wrote a book about her 
experiences that her children could 
read as young adults. The book, "To 
live Each Moment," was recently 
released by InterVarsity Press of 
Downers Grove, 111. 
"I knew I had said something im- 
portant to our family (in the book)," 
she said. "I felt it would be important 
to other families, too." 
Britton, who lives in Andover, said 
she was not surprised to learn she had 
cancer since her father and grand- 
mother had been afflicted with the 
disease. 
"What surprised me was that I was 
so young. I assumed cancer was for 
older people," she said. 
SHE TOOK just five weeks off from 
her teaching job to recuperate from a 
mastectomy. Through chemothera- 
py and follow-up treatment, she fin- 
ished graduate school and continued 
teaching. The cancer is in remission 
today. 
"If you make cancer your focus, it 
can conquer you, but if you make life 
your focus, even if you die, you've 
won," she said, repeating a philoso- 
phy she stresses in her book. 
Britton said her book is not another 
story of a courageous cancer victim 
because she reveals different feelings 
and experiences. 
"I felt someone had to write about 
the one who continues to live but has 
doubts and fears." 
She also details her medical tests 
and treatments in the book. 
"People should know what happens 
(in the hospital). It's important. The 
only other alternatives are books 
written by doctors, and they can get to 
be technical,'' she said. 
Britton and her husband, Rex, ex- 
plained her ailment to their children 
in simple terms, referring to "bad 
cells" and "good cells." 
"I didn't want cancer to be a big 
scare word for the children," she 
said. "I wanted it to be something that 
we could talk about and explain." 
Britton said she dreamed about 
writing a book, but just never found 
the time. After her treatments ended 
in 1962, she gave herself one year to 
write the book. 
"Cancer slowed me down enough to 
do things I always wanted to do, she 
said. 
Two wheelin' bg news staff/Sue Cross 
Dennis Mussery. guard for the Toledo Marathon Silver Streaks, is set for a shot 
at last nights wheelchair basketball exhibition in Anderson Arena. The Silver 
Streaks are ranked fifth in the U.S. and Canada out of 160 teams In the 
National Wheelchair Basketball Association. The event was sponsored by University 
students and the School of Health/Physical Education/Recreation. 
Tax cut effects debated; 
sides agree on results 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan and the Congressional Budget 
Office, whose conclusions he has at- 
tacked as something worse than 
"blankety-blank lies," agree that his 
tax-cut program has provided propor- 
tionately more dollars to the wealthy 
than to the poor. 
Reagan and the non-partisan re- 
searchers on Capitol Hill agree that 
taxpayers received the same percent- 
age of reduction in their income tax 
rate; therefore a person paying 
more tax would get a greater dollar 
amount of a cut than one who pays 
less in tax. 
"I don't think there is a basic dis- 
agreement," Hy Sanders, a Congres- 
sional Budget Office tax analyst, said. 
"Those in the highest income 
groups received the largest tax cuts - 
in part because they had the highest 
tax liabilities to start with. We are 
talking about a tax cut that cut every- 
body's rates across the board." 
At bis news conference Wednesday 
night, Reagan was asked about a new 
CBO report which said the poorest 
people in American have lost more 
than they have gained from tax and 
spending reductions recommended by 
the president since he took office in 
1961. 
IS IT FAIR, Reagan was asked, 
that a family making less than $10,000 
this year will be about $400 worse off 
than it would have been without the 
president's program, while a family 
over the $80,000 level would be more 
than $8,000 better off? 
"It not only wouldn't be fair, but I 
don't think it s true," Reagan replied. 
"You know, as Disraeli once said, 
there are lies, blankety-blank lies and 
statistics... 
"We have a tax program that was a 
25 percent cut across the board. Now 
that's a 25 percent reduction in the tax 
burden of everyone. If you have some- 
one whose tax burden is $20, that cut 
means they save $5 and they still owe 
$15. 
"But someone who... pays 100 
times as much tax, $2,000, gets $500 
but still owes $1,500," the president 
continued. "In other words, the pro- 
risivity of the tax program stays 
same, so there is no way that the 
tax program could have benefited 
someone at one end of the scale and 
not the other. It's based on propor- 
tions." 
Although Reagan referred to a 25 
Eercent cut, the actual average reduc- 
on from the time the first stage went 
into effect Oct. 1,1961, until the final 
portion took effect Jan. 1,1964, was 23 
percent. 
Also, when be implied that no 
wealthy person could have received a 
greater percentage reduction than 
someone at the low end of the income 
scale, he overlooked the substantial, 
one-step reduction in the murimum 
tax rate, from 70 percent to 50 per- 
cent, which Congress passed and Rea- 
gan signed. 
That cut benefited only uprer-in- 
come people with sizable investment 
income. 




The Social Justice Committee will 
be sponsoring a workshop Sunday, 
April 8, to promote awareness of the 
upcoming presidential election. The 
purpose of the workshop is to "create 
awareness of the Issues among the 
University community," Brian Szit- 
tai, junior political science major and 
member of the Social Justice Com- 
mittee, said. 
He added that the workshop will 
provide a chance for students to "find 
out where the candidates stand to 
figure out who they want to support." 
The workshop is being conducted by 
Network, a national Catholic Social 
Justice lobbying organization. Ruth 
Nieland, Network's issue writer, will 
present the workshop. 
The workshop will concentrate on 
such things as analyzing the cam- 
paign issues and studying the candi- 
dates, as well as working on local 
political organizing and involvement 
In elections. 
The workshop will be held in the 







•Winding down their term as presi- 
dent and vice president of Undergrad- 
uate Student Government, Brian 
Baird and Karen Washbush discuss 
their year in office. Page 4. 
•Friday Magazine went restaurant- 
hopping and "experienced" three lo- 
cal restaurants. The reviews are lo- 
cated in the tabloid section of the 
paper. Pages 6,7. 
weather 
Pain with a chance of snow flumes. 
High today ot 40 Low tonight near 
25 
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>—editorial—: 
House GOP, Democrats' 
budget plans fall short 
Though the federal government's books have been unbal- 
anced for decades, the House is attempting to tighten the 
purse strings this week. Pressure over the past few months to 
balance the budget has finally drawn some action. 
The House is trying to come up with a plan to please 
everybody. They've got eight of them bouncing around. 
It's about time Congress actively seeks an answer to the 
budget problem, but we hope it will be enough. 
The plan House Democratic leaders predict will pass calls 
for a $95.6 billion reduction in planned military spending 
increases. That's fine, but military spending is already too 
high. To cut increases is not the right step. Military spending 
as is needs to be cut 
This plan also calls for a $49.8 billion increase in taxes. 
That's hard to take. Income taxes for someone who earns 
$18,000 a year, an average entry level salary, exceeds $3,000. 
Though the plan does not say from where the tax increases 
will come, the level of income taxes is high enough and 
Congress shouldn't add to the hardship. 
But with the deficit as high as it is, Congress will have to 
enact some tax increases as many economic advisors sug- 
gest. If they can keep income tax levels the same, the 
American consumer will be better served. 
The House Republican plan asks only $40.2 billion in 
military spending reductions. We think this too low. Tax 
increases are needed, but Congress should cut military 
spending to proportion. The legislation pending on control- 
ling over-spending for spare parts is one example of the need 
to cut costs in military expenses. There must be more ways 
to cut the exsting drain on the deficit. 
Dividing pornography and romance 
by Art BuchwaM 
I am always leery of of anyone who 
starts messing around with the First 
Amendment, whether It be textbook 
censors in Texas, or militant women 
libbers In Minnesota. 
Recently some women in Minneapo- 
lis managed to get a city ordinance 
passed banning 'pornography" and 
making those who sold if or exhibited 
it subject to lawsuits. Their argument 
was that pornography degrades 
women and deprives them of their 
civil rights. 
Fortunately the bill was vetoed by 
the mayor. 
I say fortunately because once you 
start down the road of making book- 
sellers liable for what they sell, you 
run into the problem of where degra- 
dation stops and mind-boggling ro- 
mance takes over. (For further 
evidence see your favorite soap op- 
era.) 
Clear Views 
The hottest item in the publishing 
business these days is the paperback 
"romance novel. They sell in the 
millions and purveyors of these kinds 
of books will tell you they are almost 
all bought by women. 
I donTt know if they degrade women 
or not, but all of the romance novels 
require men to "sweep women off 
their feet" and aggressively persuade 
the heroine against her better judgment, to allow her blood to say 
yes" when her head says "no." 
A recent paperback published by 
Putnam's titled "The Romance Writ- 
ers' Phrase Book," by Jean Kent & 
Candace Shelton, arrived on my desk 
while I was thinking about the Minne- 
apolis ordinance. 
It provides 3,000 descriptive "tags" 
that people writing romance novels 
could use to jazz up their writting. 
Here are a few examples that could 
be considered degrading to women, 
but are very helpful in appealing to 
the large female audience which eats 
the romance novel up like peanuts. I 
couldn't include the ones that are 
inappropriate for a family newspa- 
per. 
"It was flesh against flesh, man 
against woman." 
"She shattered into a million 
glowing stars." 
"She lay drowned in a floodtide of 
the liberation of her mind and body." 
"While he would be merely filling a 
moment of physical desire, she would 
be allowing him to tear her soul." 
"She yielded to the searing need 
which has been building for months." 
"Her body began to vibrate with 
liquid fire." 
''She kissed him with a hunger that 
belied her outward calm." 
"She buried her face aginst the 
corded muscles of his chest/' 
"Her knees were weakened by the 
quivering of her limbs." 
"In her haste to reassure him, she 
went too far." 
I guess you have the idea. 
If the Minneapolis ordinance had 
gone into effect the sellers of romance 
novels would be in the same Jeopardy 
as those who handle the raunchy 
magazines and books usually sealed 
in cellophane. 
No matter how noble their cause the 
women of Minneapolis can't use civil 
rights as a reason for stopping some- 
one from publishing books about sex. 
The reason is quite simple. One 
woman's pornography is another 
woman's fantasy. 
I am absolutely against degrading 
the American woman. At the same 
time, as a First Amendment buff, I 
feel her civil rights are far more 
threatened by city ordinances than by 
"degrading" books that could possi- 
bly help her have a nice day. 
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
byT. Downing and T. Cleat}' 
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Reagan correct on figures 
by William F. Olson 
A discrepency arose in the presi- 
dential news conference Wednesday 
night as a reporter questioned Rea- 
gan on a recent report Indicating that 
the poor had suffered under his eco- 
nomic programs while the wealthy 
had made dramatic gains. But the 
president responded correctly as he 
refuted the point of the report 
The point the reporter attempted to 
make was that the poor had actually 
suffered a net loss of income under 
Reaganomics while the wealthy had 
received a net gain in income. 
The president's central point, 
according to every analysis, was cor- 
rect: because a wealthy family is 
expected to pay a greater share of its 
income to the government, that fam- 
ily would get more dollars back if 
everybody got a 23 percent cut in 
taxes. 
For example, a typical, $30,000 two- 
earner family of four will pay $2,838 
tax this year, down $1,079 from pre- 
Reagan days, while the family with 
$100,000 in wages will pay $21,006, for 
a $6,872 cut. 
According to the CBO report, 
poorer people are worse off under 
Reagan's programs because the tax 
reduction - which provided some ben- 
efit to Just about every taxpayer - was 
accompanied by cuts in the growth of 
several spending programs which 
generally affected only people with 
tower or lower-middle incomes. 
These spending cuts included re- 
duced food stamps, trims in health 
programs and removal of nearly one 
mfllLw families from the welfare 
rolls. Two-thirds of those families 
increased their earnings and became 
independent of welfare, Reagan said. 
The president noted correctly that 
the CBO report made no mention of 
how inflation has dropped sharply 
since he took office - a decline that be 
claims credit for. 
"And here you do benefit the people 
at the lower end of the scale more 
than you do at the top," Reagan said, 
because poorer people have to spend a 
greater share of their earnings than 
people with more income. 
The report made no attempt to 
measure now the tax and spending 
reductions have affected the econ- 
omy. Just as it did not mention the 
reduction in inflation, it did not dis- 
cuss their impact on unemployment, 
which rote under Reagan, or attempt 
to gauge whether the tax cut is re- 
fer record federal budget 
Democrats are using the "fairness" 
issue as a major weapon in their 
election campaigns this year, and 
Reagan aides are concerned 
(  letters   ) 
Registration deadline 
approaching Monday 
Secretary of State Sherrod Brown is 
reminding Ohioans that Monday, 
April 9, is the deadline to register to 
vote in the May 6 presidential and 
local primary election. 
Ohio law requires voters to be regis- 
tered at least 30 days before an elec- 
tion. Since the SOW day falls on a 
Sunday, Brown has directed county 
boards of elections to continue to 
register new voters through 9 p.m. on 
April 9, the 29th day before the May 
primary. 
Under state law, county boards are 
required to have evening and week- 
end hours for registration during the 
final three weeks before the closing 
date, Brown noted. 
You must be an Ohio resident to 
register, and you must be 18 to vote. If 
you are 17 now, but will be 18 by the 
general election on Nov. 6, you may 
register now and vote in the primary 
election on candidates only. 
Ohio has more than 5.8 million 
registered voters, but there are also 
some 2 million person of voting age 
who are not registered. 
"With the growing interest in the 
presidential election this year, I don't 
think we will have any trouble boost- 
ing registration over the 6 millon 
mark,' Brown said. 
One tool being used in registration 
drives tor the first time is a new mail- 
in form developed by Brown's office 
under a law that took effect on March 
19. 
The mail-in form can be used by 
anyone, anywhere in Ohio, to register 
to vote. The Secretary of State's office 
serves as a clearinghouse by receiv- 
ing the forms and forwarding them to 
the proper county board of elections. 
Brown emphasized that the forms 
must be in the hands of a board of 
elections or the Secretary of State's 
office by the April 9 registration dead- 
line whether they are delivered by a 
person or mailed. 
We disappointed some people by 
selling out of the flowers before they 
could make purchases for friends. 
Try us again next year. 
Now we look forward to next year's 
fundraiser with hopes of other student 
groups volunteering their services 
and Dopes for even more flower sales. 
And, again, thanks to everyone at 
BGSU who participated in Daffodil 
Days-84. 
Linda Glomski 
Co/chairman. Daffodil Days 
School of Journalism 
about political damage from the per- 
ception that his programs are unfair. 
"It's a political problem if people 
believe it, but there's absolutely no 
truth in it," he said Wednesday night. 
"It's probably the most glaring exara- 
&« political demagoguery that our 
nds have been engaging in." 
Olsen Is a columnist for the Asso- 
ciated Press. 
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The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
articles in The News or 
concerning the 
and its community. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
Ubeloui. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
IN University Hall 
S. J 
CONTACT: David Sbutt, Commu- 
nications Director, or 
Brian Morris, Assistant Communica- 
tions Director 
Daffodil Days aides 
the Cancer Society 
Thanks to the University commu- 
nity for buying 500 bouquets (5,000 
flowers) of daffodils in support of the 
American Cancer Society. County- 
wide 21,000 flowers were sold to make 
this year's Daffodil Days the most 
successful for the Wood County Unit 
Such a large undertaking requires a 
lot of help and we had some of the best 
volunteers: Women In Business, So- 
ciety of Professional Journalists, Zeta 
Phi Beta and Public Relations Stu- 
dent Society of America. We're grate- 
ful forth* tissue paper donations from 
Klotz Flower Farm, Myles Flowers, 
Obie's and the Flower Box. Special 
thanks to Nancy Beach of SPJ who 
quickly answered our call for additio- 
nal help with wrapping the flowers. 
And special thanks also to the BGSU 
administration for allowing the cam- 
paign on campus. 
Congratulations to the 
national champions 
Congratulations   and   thank   you 
Bowling Green hockey! It's been diffi- 
cult living in Minnesota for the last 
couple years trying to convince Min- 
neaotans dulled by winter cold that 
hockey can be played in places other 
than Minnesota. The NCAA title will 
make my crusade for Falcon hockey a 




Classified staff member 
responds to Teamsters 
I received, as I assume all BGSU 
classified staff did, a flyer from the 
Teamsters Union in the mail. As a 
classified staff member, and a faculty 
wife, I would like to respond to a few 
of the Teamsters' unfounded allega- 
tions about Ph.D's at our University. 
No, I do not have a Ph.D, but I do 
get better treatment from the Univer- 
sity than does my husband who has a 
Ph.D -1 get free medical, dental, and 
vision insurance for my family; my 
husband does not. My salary, after six 
and one-half years of service is only a 
few thousand dollars less than his, 
after eight years of "faculty" status. 
And what does it take to get that 
Ph.D? Eight years of sacrifice, bor- 
rowing, government apartments, and 
saying "no" to the "luxuries" most 
middle-class people take for granted. 
And, after eight years of teaching, 
we're still paying off his school loans! 
We are Just beginning to catch-up 
economically to those of our age 
bracket who started working right 
after high school. Because my hus- 
band has a Ph.D, I've had to work full- 
time since my children were toddlers. 
I nope this administration is fac- 
ulty-oriented, because a Ph.D rep- 
resents a tot of hard work, and should 
be rewarded. But, I also hope that the 
classified staffs recent pay raise 
represents an acknowledgement of all 
of the "behlndStbe-scenes" work that 
we, the classified staff, do. 
We all know faculty members who 
think they're better than and smarter 
than the staff because of their Ph.D's, 
bat we also know staff members who 
shirk their responsibilities and try to 
get by doing as little as possible. It 
takes both quality faculty, and com- 
petent, reliable staff to run a Univer- 
sity. The Teamsters do none of us any 
good by tr\ ing to get one faction 





by Garry Wills 
College students seem to get dis- 
couraged easier than older pi 
do. Perhaps that is because 
take Ideals more seriously. It 
still seem realizable to them. But 
part of it is simply a lack of per- 
spective. They do not see what is 
new in their world, since it is the 
only world they have known. 
When asked if America hasn't 
gone to the dogs -a typical college 
attitude - I answer that it is im- 
proving in astonishing ways. For 
instance: the explosion of black 
participation in electoral politics at 
every level of our political life. For 
instance: heightened awareness of 
the nuclear peril, which was never 
so vivid as now. For instance: the 
large and rapid changes in the role 
of women. Toe latter is a cultural 
development that goes to the roots 
of individual identity and social 
relations in the most intimate as 
well as the most public ways. 
Feminism is the greatest force 
for social change at work on all our 
lives. But like most social changes 
for the good, it involves elements of 
waste and error, and I would like to 
complain about one of these. Femi- 
nists have taken over some of the 
bad habits of men as they claim 
their rightful place in what was 
once called "a man's world " 
Now many women ask each 
other, "What do you do?" They 
mean what Job do you bold. I have 
watched my wife answer, "I'm a 
housewife, and seen a look of 
arrogance barely suppressed on 
the questioner's face. The express- 
ion says, "That's not what I mean; 
don't you have a Job?" "House- 
wife" has become a term of so little 
honor that some have tried a eu- 
phemistic substitute: homemaker. 
That's like calling old people "se- 
nior citizens." What's wrong with 
old? 
Actually, housewife is a word of 
high literary and philosophical an- 
cestry. "Economics" is simply the 
Greek word "oikonomikos,' - 
which means house-managing. 
Those old courses labeled "home 
economics" were unwittingly tau- 
tological - they professed T'home- 
home-managlng." When the 
courses were shortened to "home 
ec," the schools were offering 
"home-home." John Ruskin ar- 
gued that its Greek etymology was 
the best due to the real nature of 
economics - which, rightly consid- 
ered, is always an extension or 
supplement to proper management 
My wife manages all the finances 
and travel in our family, which is 
now scattered across the globe. She 
taught three children to read be- 
fore they were four years old. She 
did the de facto coaching for a 
daughter who became the 
Maryland state gymnastics cham- 
pion. She lias bought and rehabili- 
tated the homes we've lived in. She 
knows mere than I do about most 
things, and a good deal more than 
the twits who implicitly sneer at 
bar for being a housewife. It is a 
good title, and she does not mean to 
give it up. Feminists, for their own 
good, had better learn to honor it 
Wills is a columnist for the Univer- 
sal Press Syndicate 
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Kreischer basement houses 
honor students* study center 
r-datelihe- 
by Don Lee 
reporter . 
Chipped and dented chairs and so- 
fas of every conceivable design are 
arranged in a faint suggestion at a 
circle. A casually-dressed instructor, 
seated in an old armchair, glances at 
his notes while, in the rest of the 
chairs, students in various attitudes 
of attention take notes of their own. 
Such is a typical scene in the Honors 
Center, located under the cafeteria of 
Kreischer Quadrangle. Since spring 
of 1961, the former storage room has 
been the home of the University Hon- 
ors Program and its student organiza- 
tion, the Honors Student Association. 
Besides serving as a classroom and 
a meeting hall, it is the social center 
of the Honors Program which was 
initiated at the University in 1979, 
under the direction of Robert Ba- 
shore, professor of English. 
The center is available to honor 
students as a group study center on 
some week nights. The colorful mural 
decorating one wall was a project of 
the Fine Arts section of a recent 
Honors Humanities Seminar. 
The Honors Program, according to 
Paul Haas, program director since 
1981, "offers good students an oppor- 
tunity to pursue a general education 
in a different and enriched format" 
To be in the Honors Program, in- 
coming freshmen must have a high 
school grade point average of at least 
3.5, and an American College Test 
score of at least 26 or a Scholastic 
Aptitude Test combined score of at 
least 1100, Darrow said. 
FOR STUDENTS already enrolled 
at the University, a college GPA of 3.5 
is required as well as prior or present 
enrollment in English 113, although 
"we have been flexible on that pol- 
icy," Darrow said. She said the pro- 
gram is flexible concerning all GPA 
and test score requirements, since the 
required essay is an important factor. 
Courses in the program tend to be 
interdepartmental, covering two or 
more subjects at once. Different sec- 
tions of an Honors Seminar class will 
approach a subject from different 
angles, then integrate the approaches 
in a common meeting. Thus, Social 
Science Seminar, to be held next fall, 
will cover its subject from sociologi- 
cal and historical angles, while Hu- 
manities Seminar will cover fine arts, 
drama or music, depending on the 
section. 
Honors classes are generally 
smaller, allowing for more personal 
interactions between instructors and 
students, Susan Darrow, assistant 
director of the program, said. 
Social and cultural activities as well 
as academics are a part of the pro- 
gram, she added. Each spring and 
fall, the program sponsors a trip to 
Stratford, Ontario, for the Shake- 
speare Festivals held in that city. 
Students going on the fall trip may 
sign up for a one-hour workshop in 
conjunction with the trip. 
Friday, April 6 
Mass Communication Week Event - 
Jackie Venzel and Mark Tooman will 
discuss "Presenting Yourself" at 9:30 
a.m. in the Community Suite of the 
Union. Free and open to all. 
Mass Communication Week Event - 
Ed Henninger and Arnold Miller will 
discuss interviewing for a job at 10:30 
6m. in the Community Suite of the 
nion. Free and open to all. 
Baseball - The University will host 
Western Michigan University at 1 
p.m. at Stellar Field. 
Mass Communication Week Event - 
Neil Surcher and Diane Larson will 
discuss "Your Journalism Degree" at 
1:30 a.m. in the Community Suite of 
the Union. Free and open to all. 
Mass Communication Week Event - 
Tim Carrig and Kathy Coil will dis- 
cuss "Longterm Job Search" at 2:30 
em. in the Community Suite of the 
nion. Free and open to all. 
African Week Event - "South Af- 
rica Belongs to Us" will be presented 
at 5:30 p.m. in the Amani Room in 
Norhteast Commons. 
Saturday, April 7 
American Material Culture Serin - 
Dr. John Moe will discuss "Class 
Structure and Architecture" at 10 
a.m. in 109 Business Administration. 
Free and open to all. 
Baseball - The University will host 
Western Michigan University at 1 
p.m. at Steller Field. 
African Week Event - Elioso de 
Figueiredo will speak and an African 
dinner will be served at 5:30 p.m. in 
the Amani Room of Northeast Com- 
mons. Admission is $2.50. 
Armory Show - The Bowling Green 
Armory Show will be held all day with 
musical performances, videos and 
multi-media presentations to begin at 
2 p.m. at the National Guard Armory, 
212 E. Wooster St. Free and open to 
all. 
Sunday, April 8 
Voter Education Workshop - Ruth 
Nieland will direct this workshop to 
be held from 1-5 p.m. in the Town 
Room of the Union. Open to all. 
Monday, April 9 
International Week Event - A parade 
of nations will be held at 2 p.m. in 
front of Williams Hall. All interna- 
tional students are encouraged to 
participate. 
International Week Event - Latin 
American Coffee Hours will be held at 
2 p.m. in 17 Williams Hall. Open to all. 
International Week Event - "Reli- 
gion and Culture Interfaith Dialogue" 
will be discussed at 7 p.m. in the Town 
Room of the Union. Open to all. 
Nuclear War Lecture Series - "Is 
the Nuclear Weapons Business Good 
for Business?" will be discussed at 
7:30 p.m. in 114 Business Administra- 
tion Building. Free and open to all. 
Recital - A recital featuring music 
composed and performed by Univer- 
sity students will be presented at 8 
6m. in Bryan Recital Hall of the 
oore Musical Arts Building. Free 
and open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of campus 
events. Submissions by all organiza- 
tions are welcome and must be turned 
in typed and double spaced one week 
prior to the event. 
RISKY BUSINESS 
GRAND BALLROOM 
8:00, 10:00, and MIDNIGHT 
BRING A BLANKET, PILLOW and a 
FRIEND AND RELAX AND WATCH THE MOVIE! 







405 Student Serv. 
Due Back April 13* 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDMENT APARTMENT 
SUMMER $175/month SUMMER 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• 880 M It. per apartment 
• 2 bedrooms -*1 1/2 bams 
• central  Gas  ad  heating  with 
IndMdual apartment controls 
• completely furnished 
• utHttee paid, except tor 
electricity 






to health Spa 
NEW TANNING 
CENTER 
835 High St. 352-9378 
• was-to-wal carpeting 
• sound conditioned interior 
• cable TV 
• kitchen comes equipped with a 
Gas range, stainless steel sink 
refrigerator, food waste disposal 
• extra large closets 
• insulated window glass 
• sMkig glass doors to balcony 
• twin beds in each bedroom 
• hydro spe whirlpool 
• indoor heated pool 
• metres sauna 
• sun lamps 
• complete exercise 
facilities & equipment 
• built-in vanity in hallway 
• linen doeet  i 
• fast recovery Gas water heating 
• carpeted hats and inside 
entrances 
• Gas-equipped laundry area 
available in each apartment 
bunding 
• patio areas with Gas grills avail 
able    lot each building 
MAKE US AN OFFER!! 
521 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff) 
3 bedroom, unfurnished house 
1021 Klotz Road (beside Childrens Resource Center) 
3 bedroom unfurnished house 
12208 E. Gypsy Lane Road 
4 bedroom, unfurnished house with country setting 
338 N. Main Street (corner of Ridge & Main) 
3 bedroom, with basement efficiency, unfurnished 
724 E. Wooster Street 





SII THE GREAT PUT-ONS, OVIt 
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL 
SINOLI 




LINS       154.88 
■Ml 
FRAMI 
• Get the most careful ond professional fitting 
ond service 
• Frame* and lenses from the finest available sources 
• Unlimited selection of frame styles at the same price- 
over I0O0 to choose from 
• Exam priced separately 
Eye* examined by Dr. Kenneth G. Bolter, O.D. 
Standard clear glass C 400 to 200 Cyl 
Ml MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS) 
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.) 
THK IDKAI, LOCATION rORCONVKNIKNCr:. COMFORT AND 
SArKTV! 
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTK WALK I ROM ADM. 
BUILDING.   MOST  CbASSROOMS  AND  OVKR   20   RI I All. 
SHOPS. 
WF.FFATL'RF 2 BF.DROOM FULLY MRSISHFI) 
APARTMESTS WITH: 
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL ■ CABLE T. V. - 
LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR 
CONDITIONING ■ PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR 
-FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT A 
MAINTENANCE 
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH 
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BATHS 
-FLEXIBLE PA YMLIST TERMS- 
CA::. us MANOR H\S\I\S OWMKSHII'  WIJ M \\Y OF OUR 
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL. 
VISIT OUR OFFICE  MODEL «B-I5. TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. 
FOR FALL  "S OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SAT  • ASK ABOUT OUR 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. 
YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR 
FOR *143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment) 
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED 
EXCEPT LIGHTS. 
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USG officers share respect for positions and each other 
 . ■ i ^——■^■■^■^^—— n 11^     M~WTW~1^M 
by Teresa Perrettl 
slow reportef  
"Not knowing him that 
well was kind of a scary 
thing. Now be is like my 
brother. He is one of the first people I go to with 
problems and opinions. 
Ours is not a typical guy 
/girl relationship. We are 
really close. We have mu- 
tual respect for one an- 
other.'~ 
Karen Washbmh 
Since their first meeting 
last spring, when be asked 
her to be his running mate 
for the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government elec- 
tions, Karen Washbush 
and Brian Baird have 
shared a unique brother- 
/sister relationship. 
"In the beginning, there 
was a division between 
us," Washbush said. "I did 
not know what to think of 
him at first. Here is this 
guv with a GQ look, on the 
calendar, swim team -with 
girls falling all over him. I 
thought he would be cocky. 
He is not like that at all/' 
Baird voiced similar 
feelings,   "I   was   intim- 
idated by her, I thought 
this girl has got it all to- 
gether; very intelligent. 
Now I know it was all 
true." 
In the past year both 
Baird and Washbush have 
learned a lot about them- 
selves and each other. 
"Seeing the growth in 
myself because of other 
people is rewarding," 
Baird said. "Working with 
faculty members, people 
like Bev Baker, (president 
of Graduate Student Sen- 
ate) all of the cabinet 
members and especially 
Karen, has helped me a 
lot." 
Washbush added, "Me 
relating to an individual so 
closely, accomplishing 
goals with another person, 
being proud of what the 
other person has done, has 
made it worthwhile." 
DESPITE THE some- 
time overwhelming re- 
sponsibilities they handle, 
both manage to keep 
things in perspective. 
"We have nad our se- 
rious moments, but you 
can't get caught up in ev- 
erything. I think we have 
DiBenedetto's 
1432 E. Wooster 
(next to Falcon Plaza) 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY 
352-4663 
65+ OFF 
ALL 8 inch SUBS 
(excluding Javelin & Walkaway) 
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT 
No Deliveries on this special 
EXPIRES: 4-11-84 
helped  each  other keep 
things   in   perspective, 
Baird said. 
Their positions have al- 
lowed them to mingle with 
the hierarchy of the Uni- 
versity, and by attending 
Faculty Senate and other 
committee meetings, 
Baird and Washbush have 
earned the respect and ad- 
miration of the administra- 
tion. 
"They have gained the 
respect of those attending 
the meetings and have 
never been afraid to artic- 
ulate points of view," 
Baker said. "I was pleased 
with Brian. Contrary to 
what others may have 
said, Brian has a good 
head on his shoulders.' 
Their harmonious work- 
ing relationship is due in 
part to their different per- 
sonalities, they said. 
"Brian worries about 
things; homework, 
classes. I don't think he 
has missed a class this 
semester. I worry about 
people," Washbush said. 
"A lot of people think I'm a 
Eower-hungry women's 
bber. Heck, someday I 
want to drive. a station 
wagon with bambinos in 
"Karen is more carefree 
then I am. I am super-disi- 
plined; it is a carry over 
from swimming," Baird 
added. 
BOTH    BAIRD    AND 
Wacabush have been in- 
volved in many other areas 
of the University. She in 
her sorority, Alpha Phi, 
and he in his fraternity, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
"We have tried to be 
diverse in our activities, 
USG is not the only thing in 
our lives, Washbush said. 
According to Greg De- 
Crane, acting dean of stu- 
dents and director of 
Student Organizations and 
New Student Programs, 
both student leaders have 
kept their personal and 
professional lives sepa- 
rate. 
"Brian and Karen have 
done very well in separat- 
ing the position they hold 
as a student from the rest 
of their lives," DeCrane 
said. "People tend to think 
they   live   and   breathe 
USG.' 
After a year of meetings 
and classes, Baird, an in- 
ternational business/mar- 
keting major, said he is 
ready to go on with other 
aspects of his life, includ- 
ing a sales job with Ameri- 
can Hospital Supply 
Corporation. Karen, a 
marketing major, has 
prospects with USA Today 
and Combi Bloc. 
Brian Baird and Karen Washbush photo/Jeanme Cuellar 
WHAT IS 
HARDENING 
Of THE ARTERIES? 
A common form of hardening of the 
arteries is atherosclerosis. It occurs 
when fatty deposits in the blood- 
stream build up on the inner walls of 
the arteries People who have 
atherosclerosis are more likely to 
suffer a heart attack or stroke. The 
risk of developing atherosclerosis 
can be reduced by observing a diet 
low in saturated tats and cholesterol. 
Contact your local American Heart 
Association lor more information. 
* » American Heart 
^^Association 





call for appointment 
352-2611 
124 W. Wooster 








\f American Heart Association 
WET* HGHT1NG RDRVOOR UF€ 
F TKonA '&— 
LARGE 11TEM   « 
PIZZA '5.00    1 
**-  4/7/84 
FRI. APRIL 13 
GRAND BALLROOM 
8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
'3.50 for all tickets 




Apply for one of the best 
student jobs on campus: 
.ce fi* «v** 
•r^-5>* -#^ 
S* \e* CO S** \\*% 
Six display sales positions will be opening for 
the 1984-85 school year - 5 Bowling Green 
representatives and 1 Toledo representative. 
Open to all majors. Must have car. 
Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall. 
Deadline: TODAY, 4 p.m. 
215 E. POE 
Efficiencies: 
furn. & unfurn. 
starting at '17500 month 
All utilities PAID 
1 BEDROOM UNITS 








WHOSE ELECTION IS IT ANYWAY? 
Sunday, April 8, 1984 
.   1:00-5:00 p.m. 
(Registration 12:45 p.m.) 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
TOWN ROOM 
3rd FLOOR - UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING 
Ruth Nieland, NETWORK'S issue writer wiH present the workshop 
ALSO SPONSORED BY THE CAMPUS DEMOCRATS, COLLEGE REPUBUCANS AND 
HONORS STUOENT ASSOCIATION 
Black Student Onion 
ELECTIONS 
April 25,1984 
jtion forms available April 1 thru April 11 Applica i i 
Student Development Office    • 6SCI Office 
424 Student Services 408 Student Services 
Positions Available 
At 
Ethnic Studies Dept 
117Shatzel 
• President • Vice-President of 
• Vice-President of Business 
Operations • Executive Secretary 
• Ombuds person 
Applications are due April 11, 1984 by 5:00 p.m. in 
the Minority Student Activities Office, 424 Student 
Services. 
-Late applications will not receive considerations. 
For Further Info Contact the BSCI at 372-2692 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon sadly 
announce the death of Patrick Q. Murphy. He is 
survived by 1 wino from Philadelphia, and a 
degenerate from Athens. Prior to Paddy being 
donated to Seagram's Distillery, his body will be 
on display for viewing at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
House today, Friday, April 6th, from 3-5 p.m. 
- 
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Falcon hardballers BQ women's track looks to continue winning ways 
open MAC season 
by Ted Pouante 
sports reporter 
If opposite* attract, that is why 
Bowline Green and Western Michigan 
are matched up for a four-game ae- 
ries. BG lost 13 lettermen on a squad 
that finished third in the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference's East Division last 
year, while WMU has 14 lettermen 
returning from their squad that cap- 
tured the Western Division. 
Like last season, BG's baseball 
team has been rated a long shot to win 
the MAC. BG came within a rainout of 
gaining the conference playoffs last 
year. "That was in the old two-division 
format, where the top two teams in 
each division faced off, with the win- 
ner of the tournament advancing to 
the NCAA playoffs in June. 
The new league format features one 
nine-team division, with the winner 
advancing to the NCAA's. There will 
be no playoffs this season, and that 
setup pleases Falcon infielder Larry 
"Now the best team through the 
course of the whole MAC schedule will 
go to the NCAA's, not just the hottest 
team, and that is an improvement," 
Amdtsaid. 
That isn't the only improvement 
needed for the Falcons to have a 
chance at capturing the title. BG's 
hitting was nothing snort of anemic in 
two games against Michigan last Sun- 
day. The Falcons managaged Just 
three runs in the doubleheader loss to 
the Wolverines, with all of those com- 
ing on Arndt's homerun in the first 
game. 
DESPITE THE lack of hitting, 
Platzer feels if the games are kept 
close it is to his team's advantage. 
"We fell behind against Michigan and 
it limited what we couWdo. We 
couldn't play to bunt and run, and 
that's what we like to do," Platzer 
said. 
Another worry for Platzer is the 
Broncos' one-two punch in their start- 
ing rotation, all-MAC starter Brian 
Cruwell and senior Greg Brake. 
Brake is M on the year, while Cris- 
well's ledger stands at 2-1. 
WMU is no slouch on the offensive 
side of things, as outfielder Charlie 
Jackson (.375 average this season) 
and first baseman Brett Luplow (.300 
average with 12 runs batted in) 
anchor the attack. 
"Western is a very fine club and are 
picked to finish Ugh in the division," 
Platzer said, "we will need good 
pitching and defense against West- 
ern." 
THE PITCHERS that are a major 
part of Platzer's game plan are senior 
John Maroli (2-2) and sophomore Carl 
Moraw (2-11, who will start in todays' 
1 p.m. doubleheader. On Saturday, 
BG's pitchers will be junior Joe Bee- 
craft (2-2) and freshman Todd Hall O 
0). 
Changes in the lineup are possible? 
but they hinge on the health of a few 
players, according to Platzer. 
'tarry Arndt and Jim Cox are 
banged up, along with a few others we 
will need against Western," Platzer 
said. "If a couple of the injured play- 
ers can't go against WMU, obviously 
there will be some changes. 
"We Just have adapt as we go 
along," Platzer said. r'But we still 
have to make things happen offen- 
sively, while the pitching keeps us 
close/' 
by Phillip B. Wilton 
sports reporter  
Although the women's track team 
doesn't have the depth it has had in 
recent years, coach Pat Brett expects 
them to be a major contender for the 
Mid- American Championships held 
May 18-19 at Eastern Michigan. 
The women tracksters opened their 
season last Saturday losing to Ohio 
University in a dual meet at Athens, 
but Brett places more importance on 
the progress the team will make in 
preparation for the MAC 
championships. 
"As the season goes along, the big 
meets will probably suit us, because 
of our lack of depth. We've got a lot of 
people that can develop and contrib- 
sports/cap 
ute so we have the potential to be a 
very strong team," Brett said. 
The women are led by Junior tri- 
captain Kim Jamison who has al- 
ready broken many school records in 
both the 100 and 200 meter dashes. 
Jamison won the MAC championships 
in both events as a freshman and 
Brett regards her as potential con- 
tender for the NCCA tournament, and 
quite possibly the Olympic tryouts in 
June. 
JOINING JAMISON are senior tri- 
captains Jenny Groves and Bev 
Lynch, both distance runners. Senior 
shot put veteran Barb Figgins has 
also been very consistent inner three 
year career here and should help 
provide   some   team   leadership. 
according to Brett. 
Juniors Laura Murphy and Rosalie 
Cocita will try to defend their MAC 
championship titles in the 1,500 and 
10,000 meter run, respectively. Mur- 
phy is also strong in the 800. 
Brett has a trio of sophomores who 
started the season off well in Athens 
including sprinter Grace Llndsey who 
anchored the 400 sprint relay team to 
a second place finish, and Sara Collas 
who placed second in the 1500. Sopho- 
more Sandy Greig finished second in 
the discus. 
Greig, who placed fourth in the 
MAC discus competition last year 
although she broke the school record 
by four feet, will share time throwing 
avelin with Toledo junior transfer 
Veselich. Veselich placed In the 
MAC tournament as a freshman be- 
fore sitting out last year due to eligibi- 
lity rules. 
The women will begin their home 
season against Ball State on Tuesday 
at Whittaker field in a duel meet with 
the men competing also. Field events 
are slated for 2 p.m., with running 
events beginning at 2:30. 
Kane, Galley named 
to all-American team 
Bowling Green Hockey players Dan Kane and Garry 
Galley were selected to the West region's first team all- 
American squad yesterday. 
They Join Paul Pooley (Ohio State), Bill Watson and Tom 
Kurvers (Minnesota-Duluth), and John Casey (North Da- 
kota) as the West region's top players. 
Both Kane and Galley are the fifth and sixth BG players 
to receive all-America honors. 
It is also the second time for more than one Falcon skater 
to earn the honors in the same year, the other time being in 
the 1961-82 season when Brian Hills, Brian McClellan and 
George McPhee represented BG. 
KANE, A JUNIOR from Clinton, N.Y., finished the season 
with team high 72 points with 24 assists and 48 goals. He was 
also named to the first team in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association, and Most Valuable Player in the Key 
Bank tournament earlier in the year. 
Galley earned the title by leading all CCHA players in 
scoring during post season play with 13 points including a 
goal and an assist in the title game against UMD. 
LECTURE SERIES ON NUCLEAR WAR 
Is the Nuclear Business Good 
for Business?     Peter Kauber 
Dept. of Accounting & MIS 
Monday, April 9, 7:30 p.m. 
Rrri. 114 Business Admin. Bldg. 
Sponsored by BG Peace Coilition 
JUST ARRIVED! 




8 VISITS /$25 
CHERRYW00D 
HEALTH SPA I 
TANNING CENTER 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Fn Sam -10 pn 
Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m 
Son  1-9 p.m 
Men's Golf - at Mar- 
shall Invitational, to- 
night and tomorrow, 8 
p.m. (Huntington, 
W.Va.) 
Men's Track - at Ohio 
University Relays, to- 
day and tomorrow, 10 
a.m. 
8ettball — against Cen- 
tral Michigan (DH), to- 
day, 3 p.m. (BG Softball 
Field) 
Men's   Tennis   —   at 
Wayne State, tomorrow, 
10 a.m. 
Women's Track — at 
Western Michigan, to- 
morrow, 10 a.m. 
TJfllVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN 
TOWN! CLOSE TO REC. CENTER, MOVIE 
THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS, 
FRATERNITY  ROW.   BANK,   FAST FOODS 
AND ICE ARENA. 
•Gas   heat,   hot  water  and 
cooking included. 
Tenant pays electric only. 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. 
furnished. 
Fast, dependable, 24 hr. 
maintenance 
•In-house laundry centers. 
•Plenty of storage area. 
• Now accepting applications 




Now renting for 1984-85 
2 bdrm. furnished Apts. 
Heat,$ew«ge,lArater & Coble paid 
for by owner 
'560.00 per semester per person 
m4r people 
Thank you 
to our supporters 
Businesses: 
Klotz Flower Farm 
Myles Flowers 
Obie's Flowers (Pemberville) 
The Flower Box (Porysbuig) 
Cd Kt-mt BWMM 3-S»B Wf    buff WO. fms 4-6»m /to (m tea 
Volunteers: 
Women In Business 
Sodery of Professional Journalists 
Zeta Phi Beta 
Pubic Relations Student Society of 
Aaofca 
BGSU Administration     Duplicating Services 
500 bouquets (5,000 flowers) sold on campus 
2,100 bouquets (21,000 flowers) sold TOTAL for the county 
Thanks to all those who gave or received daffodils/flowers. 
Daffodil Days '84 
American Cancer Society 
Linda Glom.kl, Co-chairman 
AaKa Klrby, Unit Director 
;<iii:iaii;<iii;<in;iam«aii;caii;c»>i:iaii <»ii.< JIIXJII? 
I 
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WE'LL BE STARTING THE SPRING 
OFF RIGHT, WITH A "FORMAL 
AFFAIR" SATURDAY NIGHT 
.7      ROAST 
A* 
•-/*  iimt  to  lauQh,   ^Af tint*  to  L,ru. 
-^4 tint, to Cat, -A tim, to 2>rinL 




PI KAPPA PHI SPRING 
FORMAL 
SAT. APRIL 7, 1984 
A NIGHT TO MAKE 
HISTORY 
mc» nK» ITK» me* mc» mc* nx» im* TTK» mc* irc* 
5 
mi 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry 
facilities "drapes • carpet • party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished *   $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-fumished      $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished      $200-unfumished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
Frtt ■■■fcrim le CMrrvw** Huiih spa mm lease 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
OFFERS YOU SAVINGS UP TO 
•1250.00 ON SCHOOL YEAR LEASES 
COMPARED TO OTHER REALTORS. 
2 bdrm 2 bath 4 person apt. 
$483. per semester per person. 
WE PAY HEAT, WATER. CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Weekends 9-5:00 Saturdays 10-3:00 Evenings by Appt. 
i  i 
=  it Si <£i 
v 2xl in il*« t.$ 6 5-.OJ 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Lecture Sanaa on Nudeer War is the 
rejdeer BueSvees Good lor Business 
by Pate Kaubac. Oapl otAccounOng 
1 MIS Monday. Aprl 8 2:30 PM. 
Admin. BMQ Rm. 114. 
■CCCMKTWa 
WNMY, APRIL I, 700 PM CAM- 
PUS MOM—UNION. SUILO YOOII 
OWN    evJNOAE/ELECTIONS      AH. 
Tha ■aellaj Oiaan Armory them, a 
"•• OftaXMy  t#*Nn*M Of •■p#HH*a>f»- 
sat art, ntuaK. and iWaoa win take 
piece In the National Querd Armory, 
212 E. Weoeter, on Saturday, April 
7. Tha eiest la achadulad from 2 
pm. la ■UulBtit This la the firal 
Initial ot Na kind In Bowling Qraan. 
Don't ralaa HI  
WSA (Work) Student AsaodaKmi 
wfl be orgonumg a day trip lo tha 
German VRege a French Market m 
Columbus Leaving 8 45 am . Sat 
4-7-84 Tickets at $2 available from 
Joyce |18 WMems Hell  
Pre-Reg Needa Voui The < 984 Sum 
mar Pre RegaMralion Stall « now 
accapttng appicabOns from those 
Interested ai vcejneerrig their hme It 
Ma great opportunity to meet the new 
students and to develop your inter- 
personal ekJaa Each volunteer will be 
enttbed to one meal tor each day 
worked Thai year Pre-Reg runs from 
July 9 — August 3 Tha aprjacahons 
are aiaaabte at 405 Student Sarv 
cos, any quaabons cal 372-2843 
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE 
open this Sunday - April I -ep.m. 
to rravjnlght. Call 172-OSSO. 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND FEMALE GLASSES IN A 
CREAM COLORED CASE 220 




Basic Math - Algebra - CeloJua 
naadevg — Q/amnw — Crjmpoetson 
Ca*8 74 3349 after 8 p.m. 
0AKHUR8T LEARaNaNO CENTER 
House  cleaning,   experienced,  rat- 
able, references  Cat 372-3888 ef- 
ler 8 00pm  
TYPMO 
Dona lo order   Plek-up t detvery 
service evaal CM 352-7801 
MENONQ t CLOTHING REPAIRS 
Brmg new Me lo crippled clolhee Cal 
352-7801 
ENORAVABLES 
Perscnabed gffte catalog, 
send   It 00 to Engrave-A-Sign-LId 
123   S.   Mail   St..   FelfSey,   OMo 
48840 
We w« deduct $ 1 00 from first order 
The Gamma Pta Beta Big-Hunt waa 
fun and I went you lo Know that you're 
#1. rm glad you're my btgl 
Love. Your Utss-Bobbie 
Expert Typing 
CM 352-7308 after 5 30pm 
Al your typing needa prompt > pro- 
leeelonal. Cal 352-4017.  
NEED TYPING? 
Bel Year Service 
 382-0809 
PERSONALS 
ABORTION SUPPORT GROUP 
lor woman who've had atjortJona. For 
more Insorrraetlon. contact tha Wom- 
en's Center M 372-2281 Al matters 
are conhdenwal 
FLU BROTHERS 
What can I say? You've done 
e great klb at becoming the 
120 Pi Chapter of 
Pit GAMMA DELTA 
I'm proud to know you and 
proud to be a FUI-TJ 
 FH. Gala Lev! 100* 
Pay drees pant* 40* off rag 
S29 96 now $17 97. Oak Lee 
Denim St Legs. Reg $27.00 now 
$18 95 Jearw N Trahoa. 531 Radge. 
Gamma Phi Beta Seniors - 
Good kick "out share "1 We love i and 
we "I mew you! 
Love- Tha Sellers ol Gemma Pis 
Seta 
ANO*. 
Caa'l you teal t 
Scott 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
USO CABsWCT POSITIONS FOR 
114*45 PICK UP AT 405 STUOENT 
SERVICES. APPLICATIONS DUE BY 
APRHtesh. 
Gat your rattle tickets 
now tor a hookey Beck 
autographed by our own 
Nan. Champs' 
Seang today In Ur>. Hal 
from 9-4 
LEE-tABY. 
HAPPY 21 $T BeRTHOAYII I'M SURE 
IT em L BE GREAT I 
LOVE.T 
P S. MR. etURPHY SAYS TO HAVE 
A DRaNK ON Heat  
ULBRENOA 
HAVE A NCE WEEKENDI YOU ARE 
THE BEST LrTTUEl CAN NOT WATT 
UNTIL MONDAY   LOVE. YOUR KD 
BO.  
LIDebbl. 
rm so gad lo have you aa my etse 
Gel psyched tor happy houre. 
DZ love. agLuarm 
LA* VAL S. 1 OENsSE C . 
AS THURS NIGHT DREW CLOSER 
WE HEARD OF THE PLANS YOU 
MADE. BUT BEING THE FUN. SPrB 
rTEO BIGS WE ARE, WE WEREN'T 
AFRAID THE EVENING WAS FILLED 
TO THE RM WITH SURPRISES ANO 
FUN WE KNEW WHEN WE 
STARTED. THE PARTY HAD JUST 
BEGUN THAT NtOHT WILL DEFI- 
NITELY 00 DOWN IN HISTORY. 
FOR THE MANY THINGS WE DO 
WLL  REMAIN  A  MYSTERY    WE 
LOVE   OUR   Lai's ALPHA   PHI 
LOVE. MICHELLE a MICHELLE 
Madonna Cam, 
Hey dude'I don't went to ceuee you a 
huge bum scene so 11 be barer/ 
there on Apnl 13th to party with the 
AXO'a. tar aura, tar aural 
Love, The Iowa Dude  
NtCK MIIETI 
 BATHETACHI    
ARE YOU READY SKI KING,..? 
LET IT HAPPEN 
CAF"N...I 
GIVE YOUR SATURDAY 
TOssjalMaWC 
00 FOR ITII 
Moal Greet. Parecipants' 
Sunehme 84 
Get your rattle tickets 
now tor a hockey stick 
autographed by our own 
Nan Champa! 
Seang TODAY in UraV Had 
from 9-4 
Leather keycheai LOST 
rl found cat Carol al 372 4068 
Loet Ruby ring with gold setting   It 
found rjleeee cat ja 354-1694 
Lost: Ladies gold watch m area ol 
Union or Troup St   Wed   night   352 
2473  REWARD  
LOST Orange BGSU Keychem with 
3 keys B lound. please cat Mike at 
372 4150 
BACCHUS meets weakly on 
Wednesdays at 8 00pm In 81 SUM 
Science BVdg. Here's your chance to 
pat Irrvowed' Everyone welcome. 
Bnen Shoe- 
Then, lor the fun night. II always 
think ol you whan "I need a new 
drug Yeah, la make ■ m plenty ol 
Bme to moniter' Old you ever tha* 
you d get a personal, today?  
kilormsbonal Meeting on SuaM'.£R 
PROGRAM IN NANTES. FRANCE on 
Apr! 9th et 8 00 p m at the French 
raajto. Everyone welcome. 
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE 
open this Sunday - April t —8p.m. 
to midnight. Call 372-03*0. 
ONDY.    «WGTUTUI>TIONS    ON 
BEING ELECTED V P OR USQi WE 
KNEW YOU COULD 00 IT 










6:00 and 8:15 p.m. 
•1.50 w/lD 
Congratulations to all ol the neo- 
phyte Golden Hearts on your ectrve- 
llon last night. Wa love you. Tha 
Brothers at Stems PM Epslton. 
Congntuattlone Steve ('Tbaka") on 
your engagement to Kathyl Good 
luck! The BG "Flake'' is now spoken 
EBS 
Conoratulettona Bat Rudkert aad 
Beth BereavJ on your AXC-Skj Ep 
pinning. Bast ol luck In I ha tiiture. 
Tha brothers ol Mgrae Phi EpeHrm. 
Congrstulellons   to   Dana   Durban 
and Anne Dunne on being selected 
as Rho CM'al Way lo go. KD'all 
A.O.T., Tha elasere el Kappa Pasta 
Congrstuletions to Dawn Jonard on 
being selected as Graduate AdVieor 
AOT ThaKD'a. 
Coryjratueraorie1' 
The brothrs ol Alpha Sigma Phi would 
ake to congratuHle Bob Wade and 
Cmdy Smrtn on becorrung our new 
USGPree and V Pros 
Good kick. ASP  
Dash and Pete: Whon'a the rent due? 
Pole   Sean any oatrichaa  <i Via 
BACK yard eMery? 
Daah Wanna take 2 dap? 
What a waakandl Love Ya- C.W > 
JX  
a'a 
Seniors are being Sneaky! 
Happy B-Day Paula Saxton 
Gal psyched tor Set Night" 
it 8 bme to break the record 
ol 14-go sor a big 20 
   Certs and Las 
HAPPY HOURS al SAM B'S. 
8-7 pm B 10 pm-midnrte 
 BRatQ A FPJENOM  
Hayt At you Fart out there The 
brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would 
■at to aay 'corvgretiaettone1' See you 
guya at the 8 way. 
Dee Gee's Dae Oaa'a 
Betvkws ate being aery Sneoayl 
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE 
cooen this Sunday - Apr* I — 
Bp-m. to aaidnlgrrl. Call 372-0380. 
Judy Conner. 
Corkgratiaetions on your position ol 
Director tor Newa/Vlewa/Lacture in 
UAO1 You I do great1 PS  Nice mo 
on dale party-It waa a Took)' blast1 
Love. Your Alpha Gam Sialers 
Laser Make 8. Keatn, Mike 8, Fred, 
take s, Lee Darren, Dave, Soon. 
Oeve S. Rumor ha a It that Paddy 
Murphy has IMaRy arrived In Bowl- 
ing Green  It la now time lor ell to 
head down to Clnclnnstl tor a wild 
weekend  with   your  '10'   favorite 
Kappas. Tha tun starts on Friday 
night far a continuous party that 
lasts till ate know whan. So y'all 
gat psyched ceuee Kappee know 
how » do rt right 
Love your Kappa dates. 
Hek*,    KeBey,    Slobhari    Linda, 
Jeckle,  Tma,  Patty.  Jenny, Zara. 
and Candy.  
Deer Mara. 
Wa have been looking torward lo 
Paddy Murphy for so long and tha 
time has llnally arrived tor en excur- 
sion to Clnclnnali 
Friday night an will toast by 'Cam- 
paign' and Saturday we will toast to 
each other. Wa are going to have 
the beat time ever. Qed paychad tor 
a  weeasad to  rarexwabar.  Love. 
Kevin-Barneys stereo-Who needa 
dates or clothaa. Jane Fonda and 
Tacky'., anoresslng Mummy and 
Daddy, the party a m Big Dave's 
private palace 10 wonderful Kap- 
pea end their dates champagne at 7 
an Hen to a fantastic weekend! 
Xbtuaeey.  
K/w-Good luck on your tests1 Keep 
your sights on 9 pm Thurs-When the 
weekend baglna Two date pertiea al 
one weekend?1 How much tun can 
you have? Dasne 
Pta AJpheBob. 
Who ever said 3 etnkee and you're 
out? Oat ready tor a hat ol a good 
Bme thai waakandl Don't lorget thai 
Pique is right on Die wsy-l know you 
can't wan to aaa W 
Love, your lavonte Alpha Chi 
PM Kappa Pal eretoomee the U ol M 
PM  Pal's  aad ZTA'a  for   a   wild 
'p*"y  
PHIPSIPRCE!' 
PHI PSI PRIDE" 
PHI PSI PFaTjElf 
Pick-up abeentoa 
Baaot voter requests 
Aprf3rd-8lh. 11-5 pm 
405 Student Services 
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE 
open this Sunday — April B —8p.m. 
to rnldnkattL Call 372-Oded.  
Oeata Oaenaia'a 
Beware Friday I31h 
Register to Vote! 
Aprl3rd6lh. 11-5 pm 
USG Office 
406 Student ServKee 
RtSKY BUSINESS' 
In the tearoom 
Sat right 8:00, 10:00 and Midnight. 
$1 50    Bring your blankets,   plows 
and  friends  and  hang out  at   the 
movtee!  
Run tor those who can rl 
 SurvUvne 84  
RUtHTHETACHI 
TUES-THURS 
710 SEVtHTH STREET 
WormebOnal Meeting on  SUMMER 
PROGRAM IN NANTES, FRANCE on 
Aprl 9th at 8:00 p m al the French 
house Everyone welcome  
Sue. 
Deytonewd never be the same. net- 
Brer wa we Breakdancing. geltmg 
memed. Jews. laBng down stairs 
'Tree drinks'". dancaig al the Caster. 
K. and IOWA guys. 118 T-Bfd, Pool 
"party" Nothing can compere to the 
two who are a pea 
neamy — ats "Sara" 
PERSONAL 
COLOR ANALYSIS: 
FIND YOUR COLOR TO GO 
WITH YOUR NEW SPRING 
TUES. APRIL 17 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION 
'3.00 upon sign up in UAO office 
SPECIAL OFFER 
$4.00 plus tax 
Complete Resume Package 
25 Copies from one original 
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters 
• 25 Envelopes 
Including all our specialty papers| 
Good with this coupon only 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Taco Bei) Expires 4/30/84 
ACROSS                 48 Presses                     21 Mountain In 
1 Rabbit's tall               earnestly                     Thessaly 
5 Framework             49 White sales               23 Ripens 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
10 Demonstrative        52 Took long steps        25 Female rufl 
pronoun                  55 Kind of apple             26 Kowloon nurses 
14 Ritzy                     60 Sunken fence          27 Hood of legend 
15 Native ruler of         61 Tony or Oscar           28 Main artery 
Asia                      63 Acknowledge           29 Schoolroom 
16 Dance, in Acre        64 Maple genus                   feature 
17 Eye part                   65 Fawned on                32 Dessert topper 
18 Operatic voices      66 Grand slam             33 Jalopy 
i I 1 4        ■! 1 » 1 1    M' 
H.s 
u U 13 
14 
iJ ■tT" w 
H 
19 Danube feeder        67 Egg on                       34 Money chests 
?o Ssaiioias                68 Rundown                  41 See42Down 
u 1 
22 Rancher's asset      69 Green land                42 Intellectual 
24 Below decks,                                                        (with 41 Down) 
asea                              DOWN                       43 Water barrier 
26 Bedouins                   1 Stimulus                   44 Agitated 
30 Yorkshire river          2 Sheltered inlet           45 Trick 
31 The Iliad, etal.         3 Kind of car              50 Interprets 
35 Boodle                       4 Warm up                   51 Donkey 
36 Sault                  5 Important name        52 Type of rug 






bones                     7 Napoleon, for one    54 Flightless 
x uanyon mouin          o manor, rn iew                 utiu 
39 Memorable             9 Author Jong            58Partofa 
French singer          10 Government                   church 
40 Knot of a sort               report                        57 Novelloof the 
42 Kind of curve           11 Very large                       stage 
45 French Income             number                     58 me tangere 
46 Ophidian                 12 Spoken                      59 Verdon 






Oood Luc* t Beet Wejnaa al your 
modeing   contaet   on   Set.   We're 
proud otyoul 
Love. Ytxa Qemrna Pta Bete pasdge 
ALL YOU CAN EAT SALAD BAR 
ONLY S2.S0. LK-1460 E WOOS- 
TER. 362-0664.  
Tha Sataa CU> Asrards Banguel • 
Wed Aprl 11 from 8 30-ti 00 
p.m. at ttie Eka Cajb Coat ■ S3 00 
al tna door. Every member le encour 
aged to attend. 
Tta Khars, 
YOU ARE A FANTASTIC INOIVIOUAL 
ANO FRBENO. 0000 LUCK THB 
WKKENOt I SUPPORT VOU 100% 
§AP 
TO ALL m a PRS- 
AOAIN WE SOON WILL HIT  THE 
CARS. TO EKU WE ARE BOUNO. 
WHERE VICTORY WILL BE FOUND! 
OOODLUCKt!  
To Alpha Slg A > B teem eoflbal 
playara: Oood tuck ttaa seaaon and 
remember. Ufa wm It lor the Pod 
People! 
TheOtvars . 
Todd. Ray, Marty. 
Tonight's Vat night so gat reedy to 
party! 
Pan, Judy. Whtmey 
To my favorite PR rraajor Mass Betsy 
B.-oongrats on being selected Out 
sevxtng PR Student! What a birthday 
preaanl Love. Jean  
To tie men ol Phi Gamma  Delta 
Congratutaoone  on your  tfaartartHJ 
and good BJC* In the future! 
Love. The slaters ol Kappa Delia 
PS. Oat psyched lor our lea Friday 
reght! 
CAIAWS ESCORT SERVICE 
open this Sunday - April i —ep.m. 
to mHalatH Call j72-0»s0. 
Wa Have The Lowest Airfares 
To Europe! 
Far Free Color Brochure. Wrfte Tar. 
Careens Tra.el So. 111S7 St Louis. 
aaa. MISS.  
We're the beat, arareri 
When Saturday comae rta Hme lor 
fun" Wei drink and dance and eirvg 
out loud. Because we're Delta Stge 
and we're quRo prourj" Get psyched 
for Seturdey ntght. Dasta Sigma PI 
8piat0 FGaTBet  
Abortion. Pregnancy Teeta 
Student Retea 
Center tor Choice 
Oowntown Toledo (410) 255-77gg 
PLAN NOW tor a 1885 Spring War- 
nahtp in Waeiaiutjii. 0 C. hearnahloe 
avaeabH tor Juniors and seniors In al 
maaxs    Appacaeon   deedanes   are: 
May IS tor posroone ai Bra State 
Oept., AID. or the Dept ol Defense 
Sept.   15   lor   the  U.S.   Attorney's 
Once, Dept ol Justice or Net I mat 
ol Justice. October 1 tar al others 
For detail, contact Nancy Mater, Ctr 
lor Educ Options. 231 Admin BWg , 
372-0202.  
YES, IT'S TRUEI II you hurry, you 
can sti partclpati in tha National 
Student Exchange during Ova 1984 
85 acadarnlc year Univerrutiee and 
cceeges In Wyoming. Alabama, Mon- 
bana, Parwayhrania, Maine. Nevada. 
Oregon, and 18 other states are ata 
open tar exchange Non-resident 
lees waived For more IraVarnalion. 
contact Nancy Meet. Ctr lor Educ 
Oceona 231 Admin BWg.. 372- 
0202. 
Happy 20th Birthday 
Mate Van Voorhra 
We love you 
Okvia. MM. Joe and Joe 
1 Tliasaatoreana 6:23 
WANTED 
F. rmte nsadad tar eummer to share 
Parkvtaw Mobaa Home 5150/mo 
own Dram Cal Joy 372-5038 
Need Three roommesaa tor house 
Furreehed S130 per month mdudea 
al out phone Cal Joe at 372-3238 
Non-etnc*Jilu F. bearing tor a peace to 
Ke  fal t Spring.  84-85   Aek lor 
Laura 372-308g.  
t ra. rrraa needed tor fal 84. 
(120/mo. I aaac. gaa heat Cat MM 
or Gary 354-2043.  
Need to nielmi apt at house. 1 
■ ■msalar only. Fal 'M. Mary M4- 
tTir  
Need 3 F Non*ri Rmlee tor 84- 
85. $1termonrn or 523'sem Cal 
354-1093 Lava.  
WANTED 1 lemare roommela tor 
1884-86 school year In 4—person 
apt Cat Diane at 362-1108 or Cyndl 
at 353 3344.  
Summer rmte needed Avaaabte May 
1, free AfC Cal 352-8130. 
Wanted Up to 3 people to sublet 
house tor eummer 1 beY from cam- 
pus at 148 Manvaw $80 mo Cal 
Tom « 352-7280 It not there. 
pteaoe leave r ait  
WANTiD 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES 
FOR 8445 SCHOOL YEAR UNI- 
VERSITY VaLLAQE. CALL JtLL AT 
362-7032 
BG a First Ctaneee ttaalauranll 
PHOiNIX PALACE 
NOW OPEN 
Formerly Corner Kitchen 
lat-R 8am 9pm. F Sat Sam-k 30 prrl 
Sun 9nm-9pm Carry out AvaHjOle 
364-2277 
APPLICATION DEADLINE EX- 
TENDED tor Fal Semeater Washing. 
Ion aiternshipe New deadane Aprl 
12. Internehlps avalable for el ma 
lore. For detaaB. contact Nancy 
Marar. Ctr tor Educ Options. 231 
Ada*. BMa.. 372-0202 
Party Room For Rani 
4-D'sCajb 
7lh and High 
352-9378 after 5 352-7324 
MM MOM 4 DAD SsYtUTeWRTS 
AM MCKI Qraat tor  Mother  t 
Fathers Day gifts or just to show 
them that you care. Order by caarng 
352-8870.  
House to share 
M  Graduate Student, fun   laundry 
» aeatli   May   1   end   Sept   1, 
SI7500/mo   aid   uH   Cal  Carol 
362-6438 after 3:30.  
4 PEOPLE NEEDto TO I 
rtOUSE FOR eaesaaawt CLOSE TO 
CAaePUS. 204 S. SUMBBIT. 1 BED 
ROOasS. 1 Vi SATHS. PORCH, NEW 
CAIaasTYINa  STOP BY OR  CAU 
M24MTA  
Fa. Crataean Rmmt needed Oood 
apt. tor grad. student Cal alter 8:00 
352-8088  
F. RMTt NEEDED FOR sVMMBt 
M7M A MONTH INCLUDES ALL 
ummES, POOL * REC FAcm- 
T»8- CAU HH441 AFTER 8. 
3 or 4 lernaae roommatea needed lor 
summer and/or neat year. Cat 352. 
6043 tor date*!.  
One or two rmta wanted tor eummer 
and next yr. F. prfd Rt across from 
campus E Wooster Ph 362-2731 
2 lajeslfy/aapla. rnn-affloking coeege 
woman are seeking a two-bedroom 
apt. In order home tor 84-85 school 
year   Retatencea It  needed   Cal 
Dana 372-2801.  
raweyei roommate wanted tor entire 
84-85 academic year ol lust to sub 
leeee lor'either aamailar Beautiful 
new end ale xpenarve apartment1 Cal 
Drana or LaM 362-1108  
TWO PEOPLE TO SHARE APT. OR 
POUR PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE FOR 
FALL '84. CALL LEE OR LYNN AT 
352-0844 
P. needa houerng tor Fal "64 semes- 
aw only Lort 362-0748.  
MALE nVMMMATE NEEDED TO 
SHARE LAROE APT. — CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. OWN SEDROOM S BATH. 
CAU J52-01M FOR INFORMA- 
TION.  
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM need a 
sporty furrashed 1-paraon apt. lor 
SMrivmar. I have the right one tor 
you"1 dose to campue. 403 2nd 1 
High St Cal P. C. 1624)1 SB. 
2 Fern rrnt* naadad tor 84-85 
school yr. Campus Manor cal Dawn 
al 2-8878.  
1 F. non-smoker lor 84-85. 
»540/semesler 649 6th SI Cal 
Bobble 2-8361 or Barb 2 6482 
WANTED: 1-4 people to sublease 
fumiehed house this summer on N. 
Enterprise. EXCELLENT LOCATION 
172-S«eO 
THURSDAY STUDENTS' 
WITH VAUO ID ONLY 
Tr45B!«SK*Y 
OF A SMALL 
TOWN THA! LOSf 
fISD«AMS 
"^^■-fafe. 
7:30 & 9:30 rsn 
ALL SEATS ANYTIME 
ONLY $1,00 
Whan girls want a vexation 
filled with fun, sun and romance. 
they go... 
AT 7:30 & 9:15 
w/***-**. Pfi 
B.G.S1U. 
Annual Charities Board 
BIKE AUCTION 
Numerous Bikes, some jewelry 
and other lost and found articles* 
WED. APRIL 18,1984 
Student Services Bldg. Forum 
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m. 
Auction starts at 3:30 p.m. 
Terms are CASH (Checks accepted with ID.) 
AUCTIONEER: EUGENE E. ADLER 
All proceeds go to B.G.S.U. 
Charities Bd. for Distribution 
"Students have until 4/17 to 
Identify ponetwiof* with campus safety. 
HELP WANTED 
Caafaar/Qaaa Keeper Seasonal, part- 
bme fxviaaon open lor raaponata* 
rvjvtduaf with strong math aUkl. 
Muat be physKeay active and avat- 
atHa evenaiga and vraakenda. Apply 
n person at 121 South Main Street. 
Btjsranp, Oreen        
uteouerda wanted-f ul and part-time 
•rort avaaabte Muat txvvg Red Cross 
certification card and apply In person 
at 121 South Mem Street. Bowana 
Oreen 
Seeiuno energetic aidusfnoua aidrvW- 
uat tor part fane employment with a 
quick copy oparallon Prior experi- 
ence al a ratal environment benett 
del Stop ai al Kjnko's copiee 325 E 
Wooster tor a 
121 Eaet Marry 2-aVJrmJ4 person. 
Summer progrem staff needed to lead 
exerting Double-Dutch program tor 
gkla Muat be at least 16 yts . sen- 
rSracasd. experienced In conducting 
a recreational program, working with 
Hds 8 —  16 yrs .  have rebates 
aanaporUhon vetd driver's loenee 
Experience hi phys ad. and voajn 
leer superwjlon rVatpM. Sand to 
Toldeo Bade. Box Y844. Toledo. 
OH 43604. for appacallon unfa May 
4«l.  
WANTED POOL MANAQER 
Grand Rapida. Ohio WSI required 
Send raicecationa to 
Grand Rapida AIM Swimming Pool 
Box 231 
Grand Rapida Ohio 43522  
SaJTfaTTlaJal OeVTsp PaWeWOOeM 
Counaelora.   Actrvlly   Parson.   Dining 
Drvaie Word Boys Camp. Perryaburg 
June 18-Aug. 11 
Petals Bam    5pm. 874-7921 
CAMP COIJNSELORS 
OxAstandaig Sam end Tran Down 
Campa: Tarvaa. Dance. Sarnneetica. 
WSI. Athletice, NutrltiorvTJIeletlca 20 
ptua. Separata girls' and boys 
campa T weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on Cobage Campuses at Mass . 
Perm . No. Caroana. Caaf Send re- 
sume Mfchera Friedman. Director. 
047 I Meant Dr.. No. Woodmere. 
N.Y 11561,516-374-0765 
mtemew signups vrlbe Apr! 2 6 lor 
paste-up production poeatone m Tha 
Student PijbscationayBQ News shop 
tor fal semester 1SB4. EdatoneVad- 
versalng paste-up mba avalable Stu 
darrta ant be heed a Beared ttaa 
laminar Graphics beckorounoVaile- 
reel helpful Exceeent co-op opportu- 
retaa tor Tech. mefors Signups are 
at Student Employment. 460 Student 
Senrlcea. onry  
Century Label I Teg Co  has open- 
Inge aval  Mesa] custom packaging 
lo retasera   Corrsivaaion ptua bane- 
tta S18-25K last year earnings 
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7629 
3 experienced female . atta. gut- 
tenets, looking for esfabashed mua. 
dana mterested ai startaig a top 40 
band and working kybe in tha Toledo 
— Ssndueky area Summer and next 
year. For more aVto. cat Cindy 352- 
6440 after 10 pm  
FOB SALE 
Fender  Bronco   gutarises   Brack 
w nardahel case S150 00. Cal Ba al 
352-6222   Oood oonrtaon  
Engaah darte a ecceeeonea 
Puroara Btta Snep 
131 W WooaleV St 352-6264 
Mustang 76 IvVachenlcaaV exceeent 
67.000 mlaa 30 mpg. V—e. 4 apd. 
S2.000. Cat 352-3143 after 5 pm 
1972 Ford Gran Torino. 351CL 
Vary ratable car. good condition 
Bealoflerl Cat Lisa. 352-2849 
FOR RENT 
1 borm turn apt for rant aummer & 
1984-85. Grad student or memed 
only Quhrl, close lo carnpua, ahop- 
pmg $180 mo > uN Cal 372- 
2091.  
Now Renting Fat 1964 
One t Two semeater lateet 
Futy   turn.   Efficiencies,   complete 
w/cdor TV. Cabas, at utatass paid. 
Quiet Atmosphere   $285 (1 per). 
S175 aa. (2 per.)  354-3182 12-4 
waakdaya. 362-1520 anytime 
4 bdrm. Ml S. Froepect. 
Cat John twain (teal Estate 
 aaVa-neO.  
JOHN NCWLOVE HEAL ESTATE 
A SMALL mmtn OF AFTS STILL 
AVAIL. FOR FALL 8 aVJaUaErl 
"  521  E. MERRY. NEAR OFFEN- 
MAUER  TOWERS,  2  bdrrn/4  PER- 
SONS. 
• -715-711 3RD ST. 1 BDRM 
"ROCKLEDOE      atANOfl-SOUTH 
COLLEGE 8 tth ST-2 80RMS 
"Ml 7thST. 2 SORM 
"FOIWEST  ARTS-SOUTH COL- 
LEGE t NAFOLEON-2 BORM. 
"311 E. Wooeser. 
OMXJOMNNe?aTlOVEStlllaa1 
leafllMlMir.   Tenant   pays 
asa-ttte.  
Srrar)VBogos Rental- 
Houaaa t Apts  for  84-86 school 
year. 382-9467  between  12-4 or 
362-8917 after 8.  
Laaae-aj now lor summer 8 Ml.  2 
bdrm unfurn apta 834 Scott Hamt- 
ton Ctaae to carnpua. Cat Betty 
Baavar 362-9110.  
3 bdrm. Houae lor rant, acroee form 
uraV. Avalable summer S 1984-86. 
$450 mo Cat 352-7634. 9-6 
8 0. APTS. 
818-822 Second St. 2 bdrm turn 12 
mo  leases   362-7464 btwn. 1:00- 
4 00  
Fum. 2 bdrm. apta. a houaaa 
Summer retea a esahla 
362-7454 bajfjfj 5:00 pm 
1 a 2 bdrm. apta. » houeee 9 mo.. 
12 mo . 1 summer leeeea 362-7464 
Cbehaaan I 00-4 OOpm)  
Need Male Students to l» house for 
summer   only'   Own   bedroom near 
campus Phone 352-7366.  
Need Female Students to ■ apta. $ 
houaaa lor school year 1984-86. 
Phone 362 7365  
CARTY RENTALS 
316 E. Merry St. Top Hast of houae. 
4 badroomelor 5 students Sieopor 
peraorv720 a semeater induce* at 
630 N. Summrl-Apt  »C. 2 bedroom 
apt. tor 4 srudenta $126 par par- 
son/562 00 a semeater ptua electric- 
al electric apt I 2 semester Indhnduel 
Houees-Roome-Apfa   Summer Rent- 
aasSpedal Rasss.  352 7365 Carry 
Wa set have a variety of rentate for 
summer 1 tat. Cat Tlsue Realty 352- 
8688.  
APARTMENT FOR RENT - SUM- 
MER ONLY VERY CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUS ANO TOWN UTILITIES PAD 
AND TERMS ARE NEGOTIABLE 
CALL 352-8192 
pus   Can Use or   Claudia at   352- 
5412 0.1-174-5343 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE HAVE A LARGE VANETV 
f/O PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTAL!! 
ARE GOtNO FAST. FOR A FREE 
SROCHURE CALL 352 5420 
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Air anrthoned. futy carpeted, cable 
vMion  efacasriciea. laundry fadattea 
Now leasing lor summer A fat. 
451 Thureari Aye 362-5435 
Victorian Home. 2 bdrm   apt   Avail- 
able InvnadkMsr,  No chldran pleeaa 
Cat 352-6408 
1884   and   School   Year 
18844$. Cast 152-414)4.  
FALL $ SLIMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS-V. BLK TO CAMPUS 
352 4671 day or 352-1800 eve 
Avaeabte Fal   84,   1  s 2 bedroom 
deluxe turn. apta. Ooae to carnpua. 
362 3445  
VEL-MANOR APT FOR SUMMER 
Across from Kohl Hal. acroee from 
Rodgara Quad. Clean, air condi- 
tioned, quart atmosphere Accomo- 
daaons for 2 or 4 people One two 
bedroom salt tor Ml. Cat 352-2858 
2 bedroom newly turn-shed apta 
Now renting for 84-85 FREE aafe- 
■a TV Cat 362-2683 
Room avaaable. complete use ol the 
houae. evening meal provided 611 
Waal Wooaler SI Ask lor Mrs 
Church at 352-2496.  
Lower duplex  summer a sal, upper 
duplex; aummer 1 let, 352-0639 
1 bdrm. apt. ctoea to oarajaji 94-86 
school year  1-267-3341.  
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
i.r.uii".  '.luuu'.!   tit lu 
IJIIIILIU tJMUUif II II UHLIHH !Jl.ll.ll.ll.fllllHI.I 
l.lllllllllll l.lil.l M 1.1 I 
IlillUIIM . Hall t IM 
tlUllll    l.H::llltlll 
UULIU    m:i   liiiiiniii 
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WSA schedules International Week 
A chance to learn about the various 
cultures represented on campus by the 
University's foreign students is being 
offered by the Work) Student Association 
during the 21st annual "International 
Week." 
A wide range of activities Is planned for 
the week of Apr! 8-15 to help promote the 
theme: "The Work) Challenges You to Go 
International." Al events, with the 
exception of the Islam forum and 
International dinner, are free and open to 
a*. 
Starting the week's festivities wH be an 
International soccer tournament featuring 
kiterunlversity teams at 10 a.m. Sunday 
(April 8) at the Mickey Cochrane Field 
Registration for the tournament will begin at 
9:30 a.m. on the field. 
A "Parade of Nations" composed of 
country representation by flags, will 
nighaghl Mondays (April 9) activities at 2 
p.m. in front of Williams. International 
students w* participate In the parade by 
wearing their traditional dress and carrying 
the native flag. 
Latin American coffee hours win also be 
held on Monday at 2 p.m. In 17 Williams At 
7 p.m. a panel discussion on religion and 
culture mterfalth dialogue will be hek) m the 
Town Room of the Union. 
On Tuesday (April 10) African coffee 
hours wH be hek) at 2 p.m. in 17 Williams 
and a panel discussion on "The Role of 
Women Around the Work)" wi be hek) at 6 
p.m. in 206 Eppter Complex North 
In addition, WSA wi sponsor a recital 
composed of international and American 
students demonstrating their International 
musical talents at 8:30 p.m. In Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Events on Wednesday (April 11) Include 
European coffee hours at 2 p.m. in 17 
WMami and a model United Nations 
Security Council simulation sponsored by 
the International Relations Association at 7 
p.m. In the Community Suite of the Union. 
Asian coffee hours will be hek) at 2 p.m. 
Thursday (April 12) m 17 Wilama. The 
same day, a lecture wi feature Dr. Hal 
Fisher, professor In the School of 
Journalism, who has recently returned from 
Liberia, where he served as chief party tor 
the U.S. agency on International 
development project. Fisher will speak on 
"International Journalism in the Western 
Work)" at 8 p.m. In the Town Room of the 
Union. 
Friday (April 13| will mark the occurance 
of the WSA "Mini Olympics" at 4 p.m. in 
the courtyard of University Hall. The event 
wi feature such games aa a balloon toss, 
tug of war, sack race, ice cream tasting 
contest, and hot pepper eating contest. 
An Islam forum featuring a U.S. 
ambassador and the director of the 
' American Institute for Islamic Affairs will be 
hek) during a day-long conference on 
"Islam and the Muslim Work)" on Saturday 
(Apr! 14). Registration for the confernece, 
being sponsored by the Political Science 
department, win begin at 8:30 a.m. In the 
Faculty Lounge of the Union. 
The WSA's International dinner, 
Including a complete dinner of exotic foods 
and entertainment provided by international 
students, wi also be hek) on Saturday at 7 
p.m. at St. Aloyaius Catholic Church, 150 
Nuclear awareness promoted 
This year's Peace Week, Sunday through Friday (April 15-20). will offer a 
coffeehouse, lecture, presentations, films, and a candlelight vigil to promote student 
awareness and concern for today's increasing work) tensions In a nuclear age All events 
are free and open to al. 
To open the week, student performers will provide entertainment at an "International 
Peace" coffeehouse, 7:30-10:30 p.m Sunday, (April 15) in the Amanl, Commons. 
Continuing "The Day After the Day After," a lecture series about the risks of nuclear war, 
Dr. Ross Miller and Rev. Vaughn Maatman of United Christian Fellowship and Sister 
Patricia Schnapp will discuss "The Morality of Nuclear Weapons." at 7:30 p.m. Monday 
(April 16) In 114 Business Administration. 
Tuesday (April 17), a videotaped theater production of "Ashes Ashes, We All Fall 
Down" wi! examine nuclear mentality and the denial of death. "Active Nonviolence," a 
slide presentation reviewing the history of the peace movement, will be shown at 4 p.m. 
Tuesday In the main lounge of Prout and 4 p.m. Wednesday in the main lounge of 
Offenhauer West. 
University and community members are invited to join in a candlelight vigil calling for 
work) peace Wednesday (April 18) in the Union Oval 
Jilt Gates Smith and Cheryl Barron, participants m the Seneca Falls Peace Encampment 
wi give a slide presentation on the protests al Seneca Army Depot in New York, and 
show a videotape about the peace encampment at U S. Air Force Greenham Common in 
England, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday (April 19) In the Town Room. Union 
A videotape of the controversial ABC Nuclear holocaust dramatization, "The Day 
After." wM be shown at 4 p.m. Thursday (April 19) and Friday (April 20) in 111 South Hal. 
Also on Thursday and Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m various information on the peace movement 
wi be available at tables in the Union Foyer. 
Sponsors for the week's events include the Bowling Green Peace Coalition, the Work) 
Student Association, Women for Women, and United Christian Fellowship 
Charities Board to hold auction 
More than 50 bicycles, which have been collected in the University's Lost and 
Found. wH be the featured items at the annual Chanties Board Bike Auction. 
TNs year's auction is set to begin at 3:30 p m Wednesday (Apr! 18) In the Forum 
of the Student Services Building In addition to the bikes, a wide assortment of items, 
including everything from umbrellas and watches to walets, will be on the auction 
block. 
There is no admission charge and the auction is open to the public 
Items to be sold w* be available for public viewing beginnng at 2 p m The 
auctioneer will be Eugene E. Adtor 
Al items must be paid for by cash or check and al sales are Anal. Proceeds from the 
auction wil benefit local and national charities. 
S. Enterprise. Tickets cost $5 and may be 
purchased in advance at 16 Williams. 
Concluding the week's events wM be an 
International coffee house at 7 p.m. In the 
Amani Room of the Commons International 
entertainment and snacks wM be furnished 
In an Informal environment for people of al 
races and nationalities to enjoy and 
Interact. 
More than 350 constituents from 
approximately 57 countries comprise the 
Work) Student Association. "Intematinal 
Week," the highlight event of WSA 
functlona, epitomizes the organization's 
objective of promoting intercuttural 
understanding and friendship 
Aside from staging the week-long gala, 
WSA holds weekly coffee hours from 2- 
4:30 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday at 
16 WMams for students and faculty 
members to interact on an informal basis. 
Asian, African, European and Latin 
American Nights are also sponsored by 
WSA and hek) In conjunction with the 
respective ethnic groups on campus. 
Former NOW leader 
to speak April 10 
Eleanor Smeel, women's rights 
advocate named by the "Work) Almanac" 
aa the fourth moat Influential women In the 
U.S. for 1983, wil discuss "War, Violence, 
and the Gender Gap" 8 p.m. Tuesday (April 
10) In Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Student/low income admission to the 
lecture la $1, general admission, $5. 
Tickets may be purchased at the door, at 
the Women's Center, 3150 Student 
Services, or the Bowling Green chapter of 
the National Organization for Women (352■ 
7188). Proceeds wH benefit the Sanduaky 
Valley Domestic Violence Shelter. 
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Duke 
University with an MA. in political science 
from the University of Florida, Smeal has 
published doctoral research which 
provides one of the few comprehensive 
analysis of female voter attitudes toward 
women candidates. After the 1980 
presidential elections, she was one of the 
first political observers to Identify the 
significance of the female voting block. 
Today, public opinion poas show 
increasing differences between the ways 
men and women view political issues. 
Smeal has recently focused on the 
increasing poltlcal power of women 
During the past year. Smeal has opened 
her own Washington, DC. consulting firm, 
and has completed a book, "Why and How 
Women Wi Elect the Next President " 
As Chair of the Board, and then 
President of the National Organization for 
Women from 1975-1982, Smeal directed 
the restructuring of this organization, 
increased membership from 35,000 to 
over 220.000 and organized NOW's first 
political action committees 
Smeal has addressed Congressional 
and state legislative committees on policies 
affecting women's rights She has been 
featured in many national publications. 
Including "Time" magazine and "U.S. 
News and World Report.' and has 
appeared on network and national news 
shows. 
The lecture is being sponsored by 
Women for Women, the Bowling Green and 
Toledo chapters of NOW. the Graduate 
Student Senate, and the political science 
department. 
Ms. Bronze 1984 
to be crowned 
The crowning of "Ma. Bronze 1984" 
wi take place at 7 p.m. Saturday (April 14) 
In the Grand Ballroom of the Union when 
Phi Beta Sigma sponsors the annual Ma. 
Bronze pageant. 
Advanced tickets may be purchased 
from any Phi Beta Sigma member for $4 
and tickets w* also be available at the door 
for $5 Admission includes a concert by 
Tom Brown, jazz soloist, Immediately 
following the pageant In the Grand 
Balroom. 
The Ma. Bronze Pageant was first 
originated and present In April of 1974.lt 
was conceived to stress the special 
qualities of young minority women versus 
the traditional media made standard of 
beauty. 
The participants are composed of 
University women representing various 
campus organizations The pageant does 
not feature a bathing suit competition. 
Instead, the contestants place emphasis 
on talent, poise and cognitive abilities 
Proceeds from the event wi be donated 
to the March of Dimes, the United Negro 
College Fund and the Jackaon-ToWver 
Scholarship Fund. 
Drill competition set 
The 14th annual Bowing Green 
Invitational Dril Meet wi feature more than 
23 schools from 10 states competing In 
technical weapon routines from 7 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Saturday (April 14) in Anderson Arena 
of Memorial Hal. 
The competition, sponsored by the 
Univereity's Pershlng Rifles 1-11, Is free 
and open to al spectators Trophies wH be 
awarded to the top finishers in computaary, 
armed and unarmed routine competition. 
Teens sponsor raffle 
An opportunity to win the albums or 
tapes of your choice Is being offered in the 
form of a raffle by the Teen Activity Center. 
Raffle tickets may be purchased for $1 
at Finders Records and Tapes, 128 N. 
Main or at the Teen Activity Center, Wood 
County Fairgrounds 
A drawing for the winners will be hek) at 
Finders on May 1. The first place winner 
wi receive 25 albums or tapes (S225 
value), the second place winner wi 
receive 15 albums or tapes ($135 value) 
and the third place winner wi receive 10 
albums or tapes ($90 value). 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced In 
cooperation with The BQ News. 
The next Issue of Green Sheet will 
be the last one for the academic year. 
It will be published April 20 and will 
cover events occurring April 23 
through May 12. The deadline to 
submit Information Is noon 
Wednesday, April H. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor. 8M 
Administration Building. In the event 
of space limitations, those events 
submitted st the earliest date will be 
given preference. There Is no chsrge 
to have an Item listed. 
Junior Steve Cotton Is feature 




( a.m.-5 pots. - Suawner Registration volun- 
teer* 
ApplcaBonssreevailaDle until Msy 1 to work as 
lout guides snd oreeters July 9-Augus! 3 Office 
of StuOSnt Organizations and New Student 
Programs, 405 Student Services. 
I a. m .-5 pjii. - Rsddm Law Scholarship 
AppScafton* are available for this StOOO award 
lo be presented on the basis of scholastic 
achievement, extra curricula/ activities, and abil- 
ity Sponsored by the department of Legal 
Studies Open to rising seniors Intending to 
enter the legal profession. 253 Business Aomm- 
10:30 a.m. - Mesa Communication Week 
Event 
Nsl Surcher. general assignment reporter for 
Channel  8 in Cleveland;  and Diane Larson, 
evening anchorparson for Charmed 24 in To- 
ledo, w« discuss "Your Journalism Degree 
Free and open to al. Community Suits. Union. 
Noon* p.m. - Album Rattle 
Tickets available tor this May 1 drawing for $450 
worth ot LPs and tapes. Sponsored by the Teen 
Activity Center and Finders Records and Tapes 
Taan Activity Canter, Wood County 
Fairgrounds, Poa Rd ; Finders Records snd 
Tspss. 128 N Man: and the Children's Re- 
scue* Canter. 1045 KJott Rd. 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
8QSU va. Western Michigan University in this 
oouble-header   Staler Field, north of the Ice 
Arena. 
130 put*. - Mesa Communication Weak Event 
Ed Wenninger, assistant managing editor of "The 
Dayton Journal Herald" and "The Daly News:" 
and Arnold Masr from The EJyria Chronicle- 
Telegram;" wf discuss Interviewing lor a (ob 
Free and open to at. Community Suite, Union 
nfcatton Week Event 2:30 p.m. - Msss Com 
Tim Carng, former photographer for "Ths Lewis- 
town Sentinel," and Kathy Con. copy editor of 
"The Cleveland Plain Dealer;" wti discuss 
"Longtann Job Search." Free and open to all 
Community Suite, Union. 
3 p.m. - Sort ball 
BGSU vs. Central Michigan University. Softball 
IWd. South of Forrest Creaaon Golf Course. 
5 p.m. - IMO Photo Contest 
DsaJiia tor submitting photos for pubacatton in 
the 1084-85 Day by Day calendar. Open to 
students, faculty, and staff. UAO Office, third 
floor, Union 
5:30 p.m. - AMean Weak Event 
Dr. V. Domingo, assistant professor of geog- 
raphy at the FMands Campus: Dennis Baas, a 
University student studying health and environ- 
ment; and Dr. Abuzua, profsssor ot Inlemational 
Studies at Obersn Cosege snd former Foreign 
Minister m Ghana: wl discuss "Posacaf Stabitty: 
What It Means to Africa." Sponsored by the 
African Peoples AssocistJon Free and open to 
si. Amsni, Northeast Commons. 
I p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Bedknobe and Broomsticks" wl be shown. 
St 50 with BGSU ID 210 Math Science. 
( p.m. - Hockey Championship Banquet 
Social hour precedes 7:30 dinner and awards 
praaantaaona. Tickets. $12. available from the 
athletic department. 233 Stadium: or J.C. 
Penny, 136 S Mam Banquet in Grand Ballroom. 
Union. 
• pj».-Syn nkltyl sic Festtvsl Event 
11 sjn--1 sin. - Clinic lot the Hsndicspped 
Sponsored by tie School of HPER. Open to all 
students assigned lo the cMc. 210 Hayes 
12:30-4 p.m.-Bible end Science Conference 
Dr. John C. WhNcomb, Th.D.. professor ot 
theology and dkector of doctoral studies at the 
Grace Theological Semmery, wl discuss 'Gene- 
sis snd Evolution," and "The Origin of Man " 
Sponsored by Grace Brethren Church. Free snd 
open to af Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. 
Enterprise 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU va  Wsstsrn Michigan University  SteHer 
Field, north of Ice Arena. 
5:30 turn. - African Weak Event 
Etoeo de Ftgueiredo, ambassador of Angola to 
the United Nations, wi speak An African dinner 
wi be served. Sponsored by ths African Peo 
pies Association Admission $2.50. Amanl, 
Northeast Commons 
• BUM. - Campus Film 
See 6 p.m. Friday, April 8 listing. 
• p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Risky Buamsss" wl be shown. $1 50 with 
BGSU ID. Grand Baaroom, Union. 
■ pan. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m.. Friday, April 8 listing 
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m., Friday. April 8 listing 
•:15 p.m. -UAO Campus FHm 
See 6 p.m. Friday, Apr! 8 listing 
10 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m. Saturday, April 7 Isttng 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
Saa 8 p.m. - Saturday, April 7 Hating. 
Sunday 
AH $ 
"Saturday Night Fever" wfl be shown, foaowed 
by a dksoo dance Sponsored by the Graduate 
Student Senate. Free and open to si Pizza and 
beverages wi be sold Falcon's Nest. Union 
t tun. - African Weak Event 
"South Africa Belongs to Us." a presentation 
about the struggles of African women In the 
liberation movement, wal be given. Sponsored 
by the African Paoptea Association. Amsni, 
Northeast Commons. 
$ p-m. - untvererty Theatre Production 
"A Retain In the Sun" wl be presented. Tickets 
$1 .SO at door, Joe E Brown Theater, university 
s-10 p-m. -Paeac Skating 
Students $1 25 with BGSU ID Skate rental 50 
cents to* Arena. 
1:11 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Apr! 8 listing. 
Saturday 
10 t.m lastia - American  Materiel Culture 
0:30 a.m. - Bible snd Science Conference 
Or. John C. Whrtoornb. Th.D.. professor of 
theology and director of doctoral studies at the 
Grace Theological Seminary, wit discuss "The 
Flood and ths Final Judgement" Sponsored by 
Grace Brethren Church Free and open to el 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise. 
11 a.m. - Bible and Science Conference 
See 9:30 am Sunday, Apr! 8 listing 
1-5 p.m. - Votor Education Workshop 
Ruth Nktfand. a representative from NETWORK, 
s national potbcal organization' wil direct this 
workshop analyzing campaign issues, candidate 
profses, incumbents' voting records, snd In- 
volvement In the election process. Registration 
begins st 12:45 p.m. Donation of $2 requested, 
but not required Sponsored by the Social 
Justice Committee. Town Room, Union. 
S Bun. ~ Concert 
The University Cosegiate Chorale and Bowling 
Green Ftattarmonie wl perform J.S. Bach* "St. 
Matthew Passion." Admission $1 for students 
snd senior citizens, $2 for others Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday. April 8 listing. 
• p.m. - Blbkt end Science Conference 
Dr. John C. WhHcomb. Th.D.. professor of 
theology and director of doctoral studies at the 
Grace Theological Seminary, wl discuss "The 
Flood and Modem Geology" Sponsored by 
Grace Brethren Church Free and open to al 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise 
7 p-m. - Student Council tor Exceptional 
Chadren 
Meeting Elections wft be held. Open to al. 
Campus Room, Union. 
7-* p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. April 6 listing 
Monday 
Atf 9 
7 p.m. - Modern European FHm Series 
"A Day with the Wind," a 1978 German Mm 
about the adventures of an 8-year old boy left 
•lone by hie psrsnts. wfl be shown. Fras snd 
open to al. GJsh Fam Theater, Harm*. 
7 p.m. - International Week Event 
A panel wl discuss cutturss and religions, 
rickJdmg Hinduism, Buddhism, Catholicism. 
Chriatianity, and Judaism. Sponsored by ths 
World Student Association. Free and open to at. 
Town Room, Unton. 
7:30 p.m. - Nuclear War Lecture S*rl*s 
Or. Peter Kauber, associate professor of ac- 
counting and MIS. wil discuss "Is the Nuclear 
Weapons Business Good for Busin**s7" Spon- 
sored by th* Bowling Gre*n Peace Coalition 
Free and oper to at. 114 Business Administra- 
tion. 
7:30 tun. - FHm 
"Between Man" fam wl be shown, foaowed by a 
group discussion on men and militarism. Spon- 
sored by Woman for Woman. Free and open to 
at. Campus Room, Unton. 
7:30 p.m. - Commuter Cantor Reading* 
Martanna Holer, a MFA graduate wl read from 
h*r poetry; and Darius Ogloza. a creative writing 
graduate student, wi read from his fiction. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program and 
the Commuter Canter. Free and open to all 
Commuter Cantor Lounge, basement of Mose- 
•y 
1 p.m. - Recital 
University music students win perform student- 
composed works. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
t p.m. - Modem European FHm Series 
"La Strada." a 1954 Academy Award-winning 
Italian film with Anthony Oumn snd Guitetta 
Masma. wi be shown Free and open to al Glsh 
FHm Theater. Henna. 
010:10 p.m. - Sorority Rush Chairwomen 
Workshop 
Sponsored by the Panhosanic Council Open to 
al designated sorority chairwoman. Taft Room, 
Union. 
Or. John Mo* of Ohio State University wi 
rjaeusa "Cktss Structure snd Architecture." 
Sponsored by th* American Culture Ph D Pro- 
gram. Free and open to al. 109 Business 
Admkastraflm. 
11:10 s.m. - Academic Honors Luncheon 
Reception preceding noon luncheon honoring 
athletes with 3.5 or higher grade point averages. 
Luncheon sdmisston $4.50. Grand Ballroom, 
Union. 
Noon - Academic Honors Luncheon 
Luncheon honoring athletes with 3.5 or higher 
grade point averages  Admission $4.50. Com- 
munlty Suite, Union 
2 p-m. - International Week Event 
Coffee hours wi feature Latin American enter- 
tainment and food.  Sponsored by to* World 
Student Association  Free snd op*n to a*. 17 
Tuesday 
AH io 
I p-m. - IMrsmural Greek SortbeH 
First scheduled game. Open to al regielered 
learns. kframuraJ Field, behind Memorial Hal. 
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. - Recycling Program 
Akjmmum cans wi be cosseted st 20 cents per 
pound. Sponsored by th* Envlromental Intsrest 
Group. Forum. Student Services 
2 pun. - Inlemational Weak Event 
Coffee hours wi feature African entertainment 
and food.  Sponsored by the Work) Student 
Association. Free and open to all. 17 Wetams 
3:30 p.m. - Track 
Women* and men's teams vs. Bel State Univer- 
sity. Whrltakar Track, southeast ot Doyt Perry 
MM 
• p.m. - International Weak Evant 
Dr. Kathleen Howard Mfrtam, associate profes- 
sor of political science, wl moderate a panel 
discussion of "The Role of Women Around th* 
World." Sponsored by the World Student Asso- 
ciation Free end open to al. 208 Eppler North. 
8:30 p.m. - Christians In Communications 
Meeting of this new organization to encourage 
responsible and ethical use of the medie, in both 
secular and inspirational fields. Discussion of 
problems, rewards, msrkats. and Ideas. Open to 
al 209 MoMtoy. 
8:10 p.m. - Peace CoaHtton 
Meeting. Open to al. 307 Henna 
7:10 p.m. - Nicaragua Presentation 
Bob Peeek. recently returned from two week* in 
Nicaragua, wl give a side presentation and lead 
a discussion scout the country's current situa- 
tion. Sponsored by the Social Justice Commit- 
tee Free end open to al  208 Henna. 
7:30 p.m. - College Republican Club 
Meeting. Open to al 306 Harms. 
7:10*10 pun. - Catechlst Training 
"Morally" wl be the topic for this session Open 
to al. Upper Room. St. Thomas Mora Parish. 
425Thurstm 
I p.m. - Lecture 
Eleanor Smeal, former president of the National 
Organization for Woman, wl discuss "War, 
Violence, and the Gander Gap." Sponsored by 
Women for Women, the political science depart 
ment. th* Graduate Student Senate, end th* 
Bowing Green and Toledo chapters of NOW 
Admission S1 for students/low income, $6 
others Kobacker Hal. Moor* Musical Arts 
Cantor. 
8-10 p-m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, April 8 letmg 
1:30 p.m. - mternattonsl Week Even! 
Intarnsllonsl and American students wl perform 
at thai recital Sponsored by th* World Student 
Association. Free and open to si. Bryan Recital 
Hal, Moor* Musical Arts Center 
Wednesday 
AH 11 
I a.m. - Lenten Brsskfssl Sari** 
Rev Bob Sinks, minister of th* First United 
Methodist Church, wl present ha "last lecture," 
th* massage he would deliver If it were fas final 
chance Coffee and donuts provided Spon- 
sored by United Christian Fellowship Free and 
open to al. Donations accepted. United Chris 
tan Faaowshtp Cantor. 313 Thurstm. 
1 SJH.-6 pun. - UAO Spring Crette Fair 
Vanoue rktms wl be on display and available for 
purchase. Promenade Lounge. Union. 
2 pun. - International Week Event 
Coffee hours wl feature European entertam- 
ment and food Sponsored by the World Student 
Asaoclatlon. Free and open to al. 17 Wssams. 
3:10 p.m. - Tennla 
Man's teem vs. Sienna Heights Colege. Robert 
Keefe Tsnnts Courts, east of to* Arena 
7 pun. - International Weak Evant 
A model United Nations Security Council simula- 
tion discussing Iran/Iraq war and Apartheid wi 
be conducted Sponsored by the International 
Relations Association and World Student Asso- 
cistJon Free snd open to si. Community Suit*. 
unton. 
7:10 p.m. - PolHlesI Selene* Lecture 
Dr. Barry Lowandron from the Policy Planning 
Cound of the U.S. Department ol State, wl 
discuss "U.S. Arms Control Poscy " Sponsored 
by PI Sigma Alpha and the department of poetical 
science. Free and open to al   112 Life Sci- 
7:10-10 p.m. - Square Dance 
Sponsored by th* Footloose Falcons Square 
Dane* Club. Free and open to al. Northeast 
Commons. 
I pun. - Festival Series Concert 
The Philip Jones Brass Ensemble wl perform. 
Tickets, $7 and $5 for students, $9 and $7 tor 
others, are available at the music center box 
office. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Can- 
Thursday 
AH12 
2 p.m. - International Week Event 
Coffee hours wl feature Asian entertainment 
snd food.  Sponsored by th* World Student 
Association. Free and open to al. 17 WWsrne. 
1 pun. - Softball 
BGSU vs. Miami University Sottbal field, south 
of Forrest Creaaon Golf Course. 
5 p-m. - totarnattonal Week Event 
Dr. Hat Fisher, profsssor of journalism who has 
just returned from Liberia where he served as 
chief party for the U.S. agency for an Interns 
ttonal Development Project, wl discuss "Jour- 
naaam m the Western and Developing World." 
Sponsored by the World Student Association 
and the School of Journalism Free and open to 
al. Town Room. Union. 
7:30 pun. - Cultural Conversation 
Bngrtte Loo*, s graduate assistant in German 
and Russian, and Dieter Wtngen. a German 
exchange student, wl discuss "Germany To- 
day." Sponsored by ths Honors Program. Free 
snd open to al. IntemBtlonel Lounge, 18 Wil- 
8 p.m. - university Theatre Production 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to th* 
Forum" wl be presented. Tickets v« $5 for 
students, $3 for others  Mam Auditorium, Uni- 
versity Hal. 
8 pun. - UAO Campus Film 
"Stngm' m the Ram" wl be shown  Free and 
open to si. Gkth Fan Theater. Harma. 
8 p.m. - Jazz Week Event 
The University's Jazz Combos wl perform. Free 
and open to al.  Bryan  Recital  Hal.  Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8-0:30 p.m. - Squash Instruction 
Part 3 of the "This is Squash" television series, 
discussing the volley and playing the bal off the 
wal, wl be shown; foaowed by live demonstra- 
bone snd practice Sponsored by the University 
Squash Club. Free and open to al. Lounge and 
squash courts. Student Rec Center. 
Friday 
AH » 
1:30 a.m. - Education Colloquium Series 
Educational administration faculty from through- 
out Ohio wl present papers on "The Changing 
Nature of Teaching, Education, and American 
Society." Free snd open to Invited faculty and 
graduate students. Kaufman's. 183 S. Main 
10 a.m. - University Board ol Trustees 
Meeting Open to si. McFsl Gallery. 
1 p.m.-l 
BQSU vs   Ba« Slat* University   Stoker Field. 
north of Ice Arena 
3 p.m. - Tennis 
Man's team vs. Marlon College and Central 
Michigan University at Baa State University 
(Muncle. tad.). 
3:30 p.m. - Jan Week Event 
The Tuesday Lab Band, directed by Brad Sharp. 
graduate assistant in the College ot Musical Arts, 
wii perform. Free and open to al Kobacker Ha*. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4 p.m. - Inlernatlona Wee* Event 
Mini-Olympics wi Include hot pepper eating 
contest, tug ot war. sack race. Ice cream eating 
contest, and tre jumping. Sponsored by the 
Work) Student Association Free and open to all 
Lawn m front of University Hal. 
5 p.m. - fleddln Law Scholarship 
Application deadens for this $1000 award to be 
presented on the bests of scholastic achieve- 
ment, extra-curricular activities, and ability. 
Sponsored by the department of legal studies 
Open to rising seniors Intending to enter the 
legal profession. 253 Business Admlnstratton. 
• p.m. - Jen Week Event 
The Faculty Jazz Trio, joined by guest trumpet 
player and recording artist Tim Hagens, wi 
perform Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
1 p.m - UAO Campus Film 
"Jaws" wi be shown st this "drve-in-movie." 
Pool wi be open for swimming, innertubes wi 
beavatobie $ 1 50 with BGSU ID Cooper Pool. 
Student Rec Center. 
• p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, April 12 listing. 
HO p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p m Friday. April 6 Hating 
Saturday 
AHH 
7 a.m.-* p.m. - Invitational Drill Meet 
More  than  23  schools  from  10  states  wi 
perform precision weopan routines in this com- 
petition Sponsored by Pershmg Rifles Company 
1-11. Free and open to al. Anderson Arena. 
1:30 a.m. - International Weak Event 
Raoja>aHon held for "Islam and the Muslim 
Work)." mat day of r*esentasons. Nma. and 
discussions to Inform Americans about the 
islamic religion Sponsored by the poetical sci- 
ence department and the Wood Student Asso- 
ciation Fee of $2.50 for students and senior 
citizens, $5 for others. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
t a.m. - Art Therapists Student Symposium 
llsykikaltijn and coffee hour for this day of 
workshops and presentations about art therapy 
approaches snd techniques given by students 
and professionals Sponsored by the Buckeye 
Art Therapy Association. Free for BATA mem- 
ben, $3.50 for non-member students. $7 for 
others. First floor. Fine Arts. 
10 a.m.-Noon - Jazz Weak Event 
Eight |azz group* w* be featured In this as-day 
High School Jazz Festival. Free and open to all 
Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
11 a.m. - Delta Uponon Bike Rao* 
-Fraternity and sorority members wil compete. 
Sponsored by Delta Upslton Iratemlty. Free and 
open to al.  m front Of Math Science, Ridge 
Street 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU vs   Bal State University. Staler Field, 
north of Ice Arena 
1:90-4 p.m. - Jazz Week Event 
See 10 a.m. Saturday, Apr! 14 Dating. 
7 p.m. - International Weak Event 
Dinner of ethnic food* and entertainment wi be 
provided by International students  Sponsored 
by the World Student Association. Tickets, $5. 
avatable at the Office of International Programs. 
18 WWama Open to al. Dinner at St. Aloyskrs 
Pariah, 160 S. Enterprise 
7:M p.m. - Ms. Bronze Peasant 
Competition fosowed by a concert featuring jazz 
artist Tom Brown*. Sponsored by Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity and the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities Admission fee $4 m advance. $S at 
door Grand Batroom. Union. 
I p.m. - University Theatre ProduetJen 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Apr! 12 listing 
• p.m. - Jazz Week Event 
Th* Grammy Award-winning Phil Woods Quintet 
wi perform. Tickets, $8. $8, and $10. are 
■ iilaHli at the music center box office. Ko- 
backer Hal. Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
MlP-m.-Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, April 6 listing 
Sunday 
AH'5 
Noon-0 p.m. - Brass Symposium 
Britain's PhUp Jones Brass Ensemble wil con- 
duct recitals, mastsr classes, and Informal dis- 
cussion sessions. Registration tee $5. Bryan 
Recital Hal. Moor* Musical Arts Center. 
2-5 p.m. - Student Art Show 
A reception wil open this exhibit of works by 
undergraduate students and recent School ol 
Art gradual**. Th* display wi continue through 
May 4, Sunday* 2-5 p.m.. and weekdays 8:30 
am. -5 p m Sponsored by the Parents Club snd 
th* Alumni Association Free and open to al. 
F me Arts Gallery 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Bowling Green PtvJhan-nonia wi perform. 
featuring winner* of th College of Musical Arts 
Concerto Competition. Free and open to al 
Kobacker Hal, Moor* Musical Arts Center. 
3:304:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Friday, April 6 listing 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Apr! 8 listing. 
7:30-10:30 p.m. - Peace Week Event 
Various students wi perform at this "Interna- 
tional Peace" coffeehouse. Sponsored by the 
Work) Student Association and th* Bowing 
Green Peace Coalition Free and open to al. 
Amani, Northeast Commons 
S p.m. - Concert 
The Unlvsrelty Pstcusslon Ensemble wi per- 
form. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. - Concert 
The University Renaissance Ensemble wi per- 
form. Free and open to al Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. - Vespers 
United Christian Felowship. Open to al. 313 
Thurstm 
8 p.m. - Social Justice Meeting 
Meeting    Open  to si.  Flraatd*  Lounge.  St. 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstm 
I p.m. - Modem European Film Series 
"Smal Chang*," • 1978 French film centered 
around the lives of several children m a smal 
provincial town, wi be shown Free and open to 
at Gieh Fern Theater, Harm* 
Monday 
AHI6        ' 
Tuesday 
AH 17 ' 
1:30 p.m- - Physical Sciences Laboratory 
Various University and government representa- 
tives, architect and contractor wi take part In 
this rtbborvcuttlng ceremony. Open to al. Physi- 
cal Sciences Laboratory. 
3 p.m. - Softball 
BGSU vs. Ksnt State University  Softool nek), 
south ol Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
3 tun. - StK Balsct« Sport 
An instructor wi be on hand to demonstrate kite 
flying techniques Sponsored by the Student 
Rec Cantor. Free and open to si. Meet at 
Student Rec Center Entrance. 
7 pan. - Association tor Childhood Education 
Meeting. Open to education majors. 140 Over- 
man. 
7 gun. - Modem European Film Series 
"Am* and Toto," th* story of th* romance 
between a 35-year ok) secretary and a 51c Han 
truck driver, wi be shown. Free snd open to (I. 
Gish Fern Theater. Hams. 
7:30 p.m. - Peace Week Event/Nuclear War 
Lecture 3 silos 
Rev. Ross Motor and Rev Vaughn Maatman of 
United Christian Felowship; and Patricia 
Schnapp. RSM; wi discuss "The Morality of 
Nuclear Weapons." Sponsored by the Bowing 
Green Peace CoaWton. Free and open to al 
114 Business Administration 
7:10 p.m. - Commuter Center Readings 
MFA students George Looney and Doug Smith 
wi rood from their works. Sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Program snd the Commuter 
Cantor. Free and open to al Commuter Center 
Lounge, basement of Mosetoy 
I p.m. - Graduate Recital Sort** 
College of Musical Arts graduate students wi 
perform Free and open to el Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
•:1S  p.m.  -  Physical  Sciences  Laboratory 
10 e.m.-4 p.m. - Colo Francois 
French baked good* wi be ook). Open to si. 
French House, Sorority Row. 
10:30 s.m.-3:30 pun. - Recycling Program 
See 10:30 am. Tuesday, Apr! 10 toting 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU vs  Ohio State University  Staler Field. 
north of Ice Arena 
3 p-m. - SBC Soloet o Sport 
See 3 p.m. Monday, Aprl 18 ftsttog. 
7 p.m. - Winter 15 Amazon Tour 
An informational meeting wi be held to discuss 
plans for this Jon 5-12 trip lo the Amazon River 
bask). Sponsored by the deportment of biologi- 
cal sciences and the Office ol (^tmuing Educa- 
tion. Open to al. Assembly Room. McFal 
Cantor. 
7 p.m. - UAO Mini lecture Series 
Nancy Motor, director of off-campus/indepen- 
dent studies wi discuss off-campus options 
Including mesrmhlp*. cooperative education, 
and National Student exchange. Free and open 
to al   McDonald East Lounge. 
7:30 p.m. - Peace Weak Event 
"Ashes, Ashes, We Al Fan Down," a videotaped 
theater production examing nuclear mentally 
and the denial of death, wi be shown. Spon- 
sored by Women for Women and the Bowing 
Green Peace Conation Free and open to al. 
200Moo*toy. 
7:30-0 p.m. - UAO Color Workshop 
Jerry Jonoon from the Powder Puff wi instruct 
personal color analysis to help choose colors for 
spring wardrobes  Registration fee of $3  Fac- 
ulty Lounge, Union. 
Wednesday 
AH is 
lam- Lenten Breakfast Sort*. 
Dr. Lois Cheney, professor from the School of 
Speech, wi present her "tost lecture." to* 
message she would detver it It were her final 
chance. Coffee and donuts provided Spon- 
sored by United Christian Fellowship. Free and 
open to al. Donations accepted. United Chris- 
tian Felowship Center. 313 Thurstm 
12:30-2 p.m. - Women's Studies Spring Colto- 
outo 
Judi Roler, director of Registration, wi discuss 
"Th* Feminist Novel." Sponsored by the Wom- 
en's Studies Program. Free and open to al. 
Faculty Lounge. Union 
3 p.m. - SRC Setoct-e-Sport 
So* 3 p.m. Monday, Apr! 18 listing 
3:30 p.m. - Biology seminar 
Dr. Guy Bush from Michigan State University wi 
rkscuss "Non-alopatrlc Specielion Speciation 
by Husk sue Formation In a Parasitic Insect" 
Sponsored by the deportment of biological 
sciences  Free and open to al.  112 Life Sci 
3:30-0 p.m. - Bike Auction 
Fifty bikes, jewelry, watches, umbrellas, purses 
and wasets wi be sold Proceeds donated to 
charities. Sponsored by the Charities Board and 
Volunteers In-Progress Forum, Student Serv- 
ices. 
730 p.m. - Political Science Lecture 
Dr. Robert W. Russel, external affairs officer of 
the International Monetary Fund, wi discuss 
"Political Impact ol Work) Trade Issues." Spon- 
sored by Pi Sigma Alpha and the department of 
poWtoal science Free and open to al 112 Life 
Sciences 
7:30-0 p.m. - Peace Week Event 
A onrJeeght vigil featuring various speakers wi 
be held Sponsored by the Bowling Green Peace 
Coalition Free and open to al Union Oval. 
I p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thuroday. Aprl 12 feting. 
*-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p m. Friday, Aprl 8 listing. 
Thursday 
AH19 
3 p.m. - SRC Sslsct ■ Sport 
So* 3 p.m. Monday. Aprl 18 listing. 
4-0:30 p-m. - Peace Weak Event 
"The Day After" ABC's mm dramatizing a nuclear 
holocaust, wi be shown Sponsored by th* 
Bowing Groan Peace Coemon Free and open 
to al  11 South Hal. 
0 tun. - UAO Liqueur Mating Workshop 
Ralph Pies pie, Coftoga Station bartender, wi 
demonotrato how to moke Kahlua. Amaretto. 
Banara Ugueur, Mori Cream, and Cream De 
Menthe ReoJskabon fee of $5 includes instruc- 
tion, sampling, snd recipe booklet. Open to el 
21 veers of older. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Pose* Week Event 
Ji Goto* Smith and Cheryl Barren, participants 
In too Seneca Foto Peace Encampment, wi give 
a aid* presentation on the Seneca protests, and 
show a video on the peace encampment at 
Greenhorn Commone, England. Sponsored by 
Women for Woman and the Bowing Green 
Peace CoeJroon. Free and open to al Town 
Room, Union 
7:30-10 p.m. - Racism Discussion 
Sponsored by the New Coalition Against Racism 
snd the Anoflsdsm Tssk Fore*. Open to al 
101 Business Administration 
S tun. - Uorvsrstty Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Aprl 12 listing 
1 p. m. - Concert 
Guest artists Phi Wtoaor and Debra Chang wi 
present their Intermedia Ensemble, o combina 
son ot taped new music, dance, and visuals 
Free snd open to al Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
*-B:30 p.m. - Squash Instruction 
Part 4 of the "This I* Squash" television series. 
rJecusatog finesse shots, drops, corners, snd 
nick*, wi be shown, fosowed by live demonstra- 
oone and practice. Sponsored by the University 
Squash Club Free and open to al Lounge and 
squash courts, Student Rec Cantor 
Friday 
AH20 
0 a.m. - Tennis 
Men's teem vs. Miami University. University of 
Toledo, snd Indiana University-Purdue Unrvor- 
sity at Fort Wayne. Robert Keete Tennis Courts, 
east of Ice Arena. 
4-t:30 tun. - Poses Week Event 
See 4 p.m. 'Thursday, Aprl 19 listing 
8 p.m. - University Theatre Production 
So* 8 p.m. Thursday. Aprl 12 listing 
* p.m. - Concert 
The Unrvorslty Concert Band I wi perform Free 
snd open to al. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Cantor. 
S-10 tun. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Apr! 8 toting 
Saturday 
AH2I 
S a.m. - Tennis 
Man's team vs. Miami University. University of 
Toledo, end Indiana Unrveristy-Purdus Unrver- 
sity ot Fort Wayne. Robert Keete Tennis Courts. 
east ot Ice Arena. 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Clinic tor the Handicapped 
Sponsored by th* School of HPER Open to al. 
1 p.m. - Rugby 
Man's A. B, and C teams vs. Ohio Stale 
University. Cotege Park, comer of North Col- 
lege and Laroy. 
2-5 tun. - Pertormence Workshop 
Dance Exchange*, en Improvisation group from 
Anttoch Cotege. wi discuss wsys of working on 
mprovwation as porformance, snd teach some 
basic structure. Free end open to al. Epptor 
Cantor. 
I p.m. - Untverslry Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Aprl 12 listing 
■ p.m. - university Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Aprl 12 listing 
0-10 tun. - PubSe Skattog 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Aprl 8 toting 
Sunday 
AH» 
Dr. Fred Basoto, Morrison Professor ot chemis- 
try st Northwestern Unrvorslty snd past presi 
dent of too American Chemical Society wi 
discuss "Contributions of Chemistry snd Chemi- 
cals to to* Work)." Free snd open to a*. 210 
Meti Science 
10 a-.rn.-4 p.m. - Pose* Week Event 
Literature on the peace movement, arms rec*, 
nuctoer freeze, and mitary lax resistance wi be 
aveasbie at talorrnation tables Sponsored by the 
Bowing Groan Pose* CooMton. Free end open 
to si. Union Foyer. 
United Christian Felowship  Open to ol. 313 
Thurstm. 
1 pjn. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting   Open  to si.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas Mora Pariah. 426 Thurstm. 
The arts are blooming at BG this spring 
Theater Art 
'A Funny Thing. . .' ends season 
The University Theatre win conclude its performance year with a production of the hit 
Broadway musical comedy "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum." 
The show will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday (April 12-14) and the 
following week at 8 p.m Wednesday through Saturday (April 18-21). In addition, a 
matinee performance Is planned for 3 p.m. April 21. The performances will be held in the 
Main Auditorium of University Hall 
Tickets are S3 for students and senior citizens, and $8 for all others. They may be 
purchased at the theater box office 
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. weekdays. 
Tickets may also be reserved by calling the 
box office at 372-2719 during those 
"A Fumy Thing ..." Is a madcap 
musical romp through ancient Rome based 
on the comic plays of Roman author 
Ptautus. Written by But Shevetove and 
Larry Gelbart, the show features the music 
of Stephen Sondhekn. 
The action centers around the efforts of 
a crafty slave name Pseudolous to obtain 
his freedom by arranging a match between 
the beautiful courtesan Philta and his 
handsome master, Hero. Pseudolous 
enlists the aid of hla unwitting feeow slave 
Hysterium, but complications arise whan 
Hero's parents return from the country and 
a Roman captain arrives to marry Philla 
The production is being directed and 
designed by Robert Hansen, chair of the 
theater program. 
Children's theater test comes to campus 
The Ohio Children's Theatre Festival, designed to showcase the finest children's 
theater groups in Ohio, will be held April 28-28 on the Bowling Green campus. 
In addition to numerous workshops and meetings, the festival will also feature nine 
productions for children. They will all be presented in the Main Auditorium of University 
Hal. 
Registrations to sttend the festival are now being accepted. Those interested should 
contact Fran Bay, executive director of the Ohio Theatre Alliance, 2732 Woodford Drive, 
Springfield. Ohio 48603. The telephone number Is (613) 390-3437. The registration fee 
is $15 per person before Monday (April 16) and S20 per person after that date. 
A highlight will be an April 26 performance of the new musical "The Amazing Einstein" 
by the Performing Arts Repertory Theatre of New York Considered the foremost 
professional company producing and touring plays for young people and their families, the 
PART has entertained some nine million Americans nationwide during the past 20 years 
This year's festival is being co-sponsored by the Ohio Theatre Alliance, Bowling Green 
State University's theatre program and the Bowling Green City Schools with support from 
the Ohio Arts Council and the Martha Holden Jennings Foundation of Cleveland. 
"Fiddler on the Roof auditions scheduled 
Open auditions for the annual summer University-community musical production, which 
this year will be "Fiddler on the Roof," will be held at 7 p.m. April 29-30 in Kobacker Hall 
on the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The auditions are open to everyone 16 years of age and older. Actors, dancers, 
musicians, stage technicians, publicity and volunteer staff positions are available. 
The performance schedule Includes July 13-17 and Sept. 6-8 runs in Kobacker Hal, a 
July 8 performance In Toledo and a July 20 performance at Lakeside, Ohio. 
Additional Information about the auditions can be obtained by calling the Moore Musical 
Arts Center office at 372-2181. 
Dance 
Improvisational dance troupe to perform 
Dance Exchanges, an improvisational dance troupe from Antioch Colege in Yetow 
Springs, Ohio, will be the featured performers in a movement workshop to be held from 2- 
5 p.m. Saturday (April 21) in Eppler Complex, Center. The program is free and open to the 
public. 
The troupe of six dancers, including professional dancers and faculty and students 
from Antioch, have been working together for nearly a year developing a type of 
structured improvisation for performance 
"The process of improvisational dance is similar to the process used in creation of jazzy 
music," explains Dimilra Reber. director of the group and an associate professor of dance 
at Antioch. "In jazz, one musician picks up on a musical idea which the group is playing 
and elaborates on it. 
Reber believes that many dancers could use improvisational methods to discover new 
movement material for planned choreography. "It challenges the dancers to use their 
choreographic wits while performing," she says 
Members of Dance Exchange wl discuss their way of working on improvisation as 
performance, and teach several of the basic structures to participants. According to 
University dance faculty member Dawn Clark, students enrolled in the University's dance 
classes wHI have an opportunity to participate in the performance aspect of the program 
Literature 
Poet Donald Hall to read from his works 
Donald Hat, a former University of Michigan faculty member and one of America's best- 
known comtemporary poets, will give a reading at 8:30 p.m. April 23 in 210 Math- 
Science. 
The program, sponsored by the coloquia committee of the University's English 
department. Is free and open to the pubjic. 
Although perhaps best known to students for his text, "Writing Wei," Hal also Is a 
distinguished poet, biographer and children's writer 
Twice named a Guggenheim Foundation fellow, Hal's numerous books Include such 
cotectiona as "A Roof of Tiger Lilies." "Kicking the Leaves" and "String Too Short to be 
Saved." 
Undergraduate Student Art Show opens 
The 33rd annual Undergraduate Student Art Show will open with a reception from 2-8 
p.m. Sunday (April 1S) at the Fine Arts Gallery, Fine Arts Building. 
Sponsored by the Parents Club and the Alumni Association, the exhibit Is expected to 
feature more than 300 student works, including drawings, oil and watercolor paintings, 
photography, ceramics, glass, fibers, metals, jewelry, sculpture and mixed media 
Many of the works will be available for purchase. 
The gallery will be open from 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays and from 2-8 p.m. on 
Sundays. The show will close on May 4. 
Music 
Phil Woods Quintet highlights jazz week 
A rare Midwest appearance by the Grammy Award winning Phil Woods Quintet wH be 
the highlight of Jazz Week V, which will be held Thursday through Saturday (April 12-14) 
in the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Phi Woods, the most prominent alto saxophonist In jazz today, and his quintet wi 
perform at 8 p.m. Saturday In Kobacker Hal. Tickets for the concerts are priced at $6, $8 
and $10 and are available at the center box office, which Is open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
weekdays. 
Woods has won eight of the last nine "Down Beat" magazine readers' and jazz critics 
polls He has also won two Grammy Awarda, and his groups have won three Grammles, 
including this year's, for the best jazz instrumental group performance. 
Members of the quintet Include Tom Harrell on trumpet, Hal Galper on piano, Steve 
Giknore on bass, Bin Goodwin on drums, and Woods on alto sax and clarinet. 
The concert will be one of 12 presented during the three day event. 
The University Jazz Combos wi open the week of events with a free concert at 8 p.m. 
Thursday in the Bryan Recital Hal. 
On Friday, the Tuesday Lab Band, directed by Brad Sharp, will perform at 3:30 p.m. m 
Kobacker Hal and at 8 p.m. the Faculty Jazz Trio wi appear m Bryan Recital Hall. Both 
events are free. 
Eight jazz groups are scheduled to perform during the day-long High School Jazz 
Festival on Saturday. Bands from Shelby, Avon, Lakewood and Lodl wll perform between 
10 am. and noon. The festival wll resume at 1 30 p.m. with performances by student 
groups from Akron, North Canton and Umontown Al performances will be held in 
Kobacker Hal. 
Laser light rock concert set for Ballroom 
Music by such popular performers as Pink Floyd, The Police, Led Zeppsh, Genesis and 
The Who wi be brought to life on campus, not through concerts or videos, but by lasers. 
Constellation II, a 60-minute laser light concert featuring contemporary rock music and 
special laser effects, wi be presented at 8 and 10 p.m. Friday (April 13) In the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union. Admission to the event, being sponsored by the University 
Activities Organization, is S3 for students and $4 for others. Tickets wi be available at the 
door. 
Produced by Laservtslons Inc., the show was featured at the 1982 Knoxvile World's 
Fair. The equipment used to produce the necessary effects in the production represent 
state-of-the-art design technology developed from over 40,000 Ive pertormancea. 
Each song in the performance is individually choreographed live on stage by 
professional technicians. Because of the differing lasers used to create the special 
effects, no two shows are ever Identical. 
To produce this on-s'sge "magic," multi-dimensional, fuU color laser images from fiber 
optic ikon and high power krypton laser will be projected on a 20-by-40 foot screen to 
insure maximum visibility 
To complete the production package, a custom made sound system wi be Installed to 
obtain optimum sound reproduction and smoke effects, mirrors and atarflelds wi be used 
to heighten the visual imagery. 
Brass Ensemble closes Festival Series 
Only a few tickets remain for the Festival Series performance of the Phip Jones Brass 
Ensemble, planned for 8 p.m. Wednesday (April 11) in Kobacker Hal of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
The 10-member British group, which has been called the "Roes Royce" of brass 
ansembtos, has made more than 40 recordings featuring music by composers as diverse 
In style as Scott Jopfen and Giovanni Gabriel. At Bowling Green, the ensemble's program 
wi Include performances of "Symphony for Brass, Op. 80" by Jan Koetsier, "Suite from 
the Water Music" by G.F. Handel, and "A Londoner in New York" by Jim Parker. 
Tickets for the performance, priced at S7 and S5 for students and S9 and S7 for 
others, can be reserved by calling the center box office at 372-0171. The box office is 
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays. 
In addition to the concert, members of the ensemble will be conducting a brass 
symposium from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday (April 18) in the Bryan Recital Hal. There wll be a 
SS registration fee and additional information can be obtained by contacting Herbert 
Spencer, an associate professor in the College of Musical Arts. 
Intermedia Ensemble to perform 
Guest artists Phi Winson and Debra Chang wi present their Intermedia Ensemble, a 
program which combines taped new music, dance and visuals, at 8 p.m. Thursday (Apr! 
19) In the Moore Musical Arts Center's Kobacker Hal. 
There is no admission charge. 
Both artists are composers and photographers, and Chang Is a dancer as well The 
-Sunday evening program wi include all of these elements in performances titled "Muzak," 
"The Bride Stripped Bare," "STR Gam." "Katun." and  Parallax." 
Winsor is co-director of the Center for Experimental Music and Intermedia at North 
Texas State University where he Is also an associate professor of composition. Chang, a 
native of Hawaii, is a teaching fellow at North Texas State. Her compositions have been 
performed throughout Texas 
'St Matthew Passion' to be performed 
In observance of the Easter season, the Colege of Musical Arts wi present J.S. 
Bach's "St. Matthew Passion" at 3 p.m. Sunday (April 8) in the Moore Musical Arts 
Center's Kobacker Hal 
Tickets for the performance, which are SI for students and senior citizens and $2 for 
al others, wi be sold at the door. 
Ivan Trusler, a prolessor in the colege, wi conduct the Pfiharmonia and Collegiate 
Chorale in the performance of the lengthy work that depicts the sugsrlngs of Christ. 
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SPIRITS ft EDIBLES 
GRAND OPENING! 
We enjoy the search for, and preparation of the Finest Spirits & 
Freshest Edibles to make JrCLOe (SuinoS the Special Steak, Seafood, 
and Sandwich House you'll want to come back to again and again. 
Uracfe Winds 
SHRIMP & OYSTER BAR 
HAPPY HOURS 
SATURDAYS 
4:00 - 7:00 p.m. 
LUNCH BUFFET 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
A delicious & different 
assortment of salads, meats, 
breads and cheeses, everyday. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET 
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
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Alternative art and music test opens 
by Mary Bitta 
The studio is In the mythical Club 
Bunealo, where a "Mr. T" poster, 
bUcklight pictures of "KISS*' and 
Godzilla and a clock that resembles a 
slice of bread, give the room its per- 
sonality. In a way the studio reflects 
the winy and unusual personalities of 
Louie and "Bosco," who in this bi- 
zarre setting created the idea for an 
alternative and experimental art and 
music festival. 
The idea for the show evolved last 
fall when Louie Simon, senior liberal 
studies major, and Mike Brosco, ju- 
nior biology major at the University, 
formed an avant-garde music group 
called the "Invisible FlintstonesT' 
Because of the group's distinctive 
style of music, Brosco and Simon 
thought they would have trouble mar- 
ketingthemselves to play at the local 
bars.Therefore, tbey decided to have 
their own concert, and the location 
would be the National Guard Armory. 
However, upon researching the 
idea, they found that the armory was 
too expensive to rent for only a con- 
cert. But because of its large size, 
they thought that they could "do up 
the hall and make it an event with 
both music and art," Simon said. 
And so the seed was planted. It 
grew into an experimental art and 
musk festival, one like this area and 
probably the whole Midwest had 
never seen before. In fact, according 
to Simon, this is another aspect of the 
show that is experimental - to see if 
such an unusual event will go over in a 
conservative area of the country. He 
also mentioned that the festival was 
named after the original armory show 
in New York City because both have a 
similar theme and both occur in an 
armory. The New York City exhibit 
showcased modern art at the begin- 
ning of the century. 
The Bowline Green Armory Arts 
Festival, which will feature alterna- 
tive art forms, video and perfor- 
mance art accompanied by music, 
will be held tomorrow, April 7, from 2 
p.m. until midnight. The National 
Guard Armory is located at 212 E. 
Wooster Street. The purpose of the 
show is to expose people to new and 
different types of music and art. It 
will be the first video art festival in 
Bowling Green. 
Over 90 artists from Bowling Green, 
other parts of Ohio, Michigan and 
Massachusetts will show their cre- 
ativity through kinetic sculpture, 
painting, free-improvisation, Jazz and 
dance music. There will also be per- 
formance art and video art. The vi- 
deos will not be of the MTV style, 
according to Brosco. They will be an 
artist's impressions of a song using 
geometric shapes, animation and 
other art forms. "The artists use this 
mode to display their art rather than 
canvas and a brush," Brosco said. 
One of the main events at the festi- 
val will be a performance piece by 
Richard James, professor in the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts, and the Univer- 
sity New Music Ensemble 
Improvisation Group. The group will 
also perform "In C" by Terry Riley, 
under the direction of Marilyn 
Shrude-Sampen. Another group ap- 
pearing at toe festival is the Univer- 
sity Lfla Muni Gamelan Ensemble, 
directed by Nancy Guy. In addition, 
there will be a multi-media dramatic 
performance by the Otto Mobo Play- 
ers and a special appearance by "Mr. 
Happy Piano." 
Some of the highlight videos will 
include "Art Video from Cincinnati," 
composed of work by seven Cincinnati 
artists. Roger Grave from Toledo 
will show examples of video synthesis 
from 1978 to the present. This will 
Loui« Simon S Mark Brosco 
feature selections from Tom Bagg's 
series "Cloud Defected Air." More- 
over, there will be five videos from 
the state of Massachusetts. Brosco 
and Simon invite everyone to Join the 
improvisation sessions or Just sur- 
prise them with their own act. 
Although their band will not be 
appearing at the festival. Brosco and 
Simon will be involved in several 
music performances at the show. 
They have composed a series of taped 
music specifically for the show, called 
"Armory Music.'' There will also be 
tapes of experimental music between 
performances by students and faculty 
from the University. 
Ptioto/kort Soyre 
The festival will be free and open to 
the public of all ages. A schedule of 
events will be available at the door, 
and people are welcome to come and 
go as they wish. Brosco and Simon 
believe that the show will become 
more intense toward the end when the 
artists have a chance to interrelate 
their talents with one another. 
By the way, what happened to the 
"Invisible Flintstones?'' The band 
has become a popular attraction at 
many of the local bars and has a large 
amount of grade school groupies. The 
group has made several appearances 
at grade school assemblies in an 
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with Vic and Andy 
by Vic Obf haus 
First, Ron Howard gave us a silly, 
Romeo and Juliet story that turns into 
a movie-length car chase. Then came 
a mildly funny movie about two guys 
who turn a morgue into a brothel. 
Howard's experience shows through 
in his latest film, "Splash." The 
smoothness of "Splash" could also be 
credited to the experience of the pro- 
duction and editing staff because of 
ST! 
liti g. 
their work on Howard's previous film, 
"Night Shift." 
Brian Grazer's original story of a 
mermaid named Madison (Daryl 
Hannah) who falls in love with a 
produce wholesaler (Tom Hanks) is 
funny and romantic. The humor 
comes in large doses from a large 
man, John Candy. Candy plays Fred- 
die Bauer, the lecherous, spendthrift 
brother of Allan Bauer (Hanks). The 
first 30 minutes of'Splash" and any 
scene with John Candy is hilarious. 
Depressed by a wedding and the 
loss of his girlfriend, Allan visits Cape 
Cod where be falls in the water in one 
of the funniest scenes of the movie. 
The mermaid rescues Allan and fol- 
lows him back to Manhattan. The 
relationship is instantly steamy, but 
the innocence of the mermaid keeps 
the obvious lust from looking smutty. 
The nude shots of Daryl Hannah in the 
opening are casual, almost innocent 
(What do mermaids wear?) and 
never voyeuristic. Even the occasinal 
breast flashes, seen while Madison is 
swimming, look like something from 
a "National Geographic" special. 
After rescuing Allan, Madison re- 
turns to the water where she is 
spotted by Walter Kornbluth (Eugene 
Levy, another SCTV star), a scientist 
out to prove that mermaids exist. 
Kornbluth spends much of the movie 
trying to uncover Madison's true iden- 
"Splash" sags in the middle as 
Madison and Allan get to know each 
other. Screenwriter Bruce Jay Fried- 
man is at his best in the wild and 
funny times, but has some trouble 
keeping Madison believable. Madison 
learns a new language and manne- 
risms from TV (a la E.T.) faster than 
it seems possible. She's using a credit 
card ana doing aerobics a day after 
she has traded fins for feet. How she 
can pull the metamorphosis stunt is 
never explained. 
The rescue of Madison also has an 
"E.T." flavor as she is saved from the 
scientists who are running tests on 
her. John Candy provides more 
laughs for the escape with his imper- 
sonation of a Swedish doctor. 
The ending will probably put a lump 
in your throat. A platoon of marines 
chase Allan and Madison through 
Manhattan and to the docks where a 
decision has to be made. 
Ron Howard had a strong cast, 
great writers in Friedman, Lowell 
Ganz and Babaloo Mandel to go with 
an unusual story and he pulled it off 
better than most directors with only 
two films' experience. Hanks, Candy 
and Hannah all gave solid perfor- 
mances and made their characters 
likable. 
A quirk of "Splash" that may be 
missed are the bit roles played by 
Howard's brother Clint, father Ranee 
and screenwriters Ganz and Mandel. 
"Splash" is rated PC and is show- 
ing at the Stadium Cinemas.  
INTRODUCING "K 
WHOLE WHEAT PIZ-ZAH! 
We now have whole wheat dough as an extra item. 
2 FREE ITEMS 
Introductory special/with this coupon 
• whole wheat dough 
• one additional item 
OPIN 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
on any size pizza 





VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G. 
BASH SIPROCE'S 
128 W. WOOSTER 
354-3939 
MEXICAN FIESTA 
Any 2 Mexican Entrees of 
your choice for one price! 
ys-aJ\;   Per Person 
2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Saturday & Sunday 
EAT IN ONLY 
NOW DELIVERING 
ALL DAY! fTT^a.m. 
BUY ONE GET ONE FOR 
1/2 PRICE 
(Any Specialty of Equal or Less Value) 
DELIVERY ONLY Expires 4/13/84 
■ ■ 
: 
Lenten Season Feature 
L-K's Famous AH-You Care-To-Eat 
PERCH 
(wllh French Fries Creamy Cole Slaw anJ a warm Dinner Foil I 
S0.19 3 every Wednesday and Friday 
Savor the flavor that's made L K first for Perch .ill over the 
Midwest! Come back for seconds, thirds    catch all the fish 
you care to eat without getting soaked on the price 
E Family Restaurants. Motels & Inns 
Midwest hospitality is only minutes away. 
1450E.WoosterSt. 
—    * 
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'Raisin in the Sun' is enjoyable show 
by Qsorga Barry 
Liver and onions. 
That's all I could think 
about as I went to see 
the opening night of "A 
• Raisin in the Sun" at the 
Joe E. Brown Theater. 
Like liver and onions, I 
envisioned "Raisin" to 
be one of those ethnic 
Elays that I wouldn't 
ke, but would be good 
forme. 
So much for the gran- 
diose predictions. I sat 
without fidgeting for 
two hours and 45 min- 
utes, thoroughly enjoy- 
ing what could have 
been a cultural trial. 
Lorraine Hansberry's 
classic script presents 
only minor problems. 
Aside from this, direc- 
tor Norman Myers han- 
dles "Raisin" with 
natural ease. The block- 
ing is not the least bit 
stagey, and John Mel- 
tor's efficient set design 
allows the actors to 
move comfortably with- 
out having to dodge ob- 
trusive furniture. The 
only exception to the 
fine costumes designed 
by Rosanne Danko are 
Walter Lee's pants - a 
size too wide and two 
sizes too short for his 
stilt legs. 
The actors lumbered 
through the first act at a 
snail's pace unbecom- 
ing of an opening night. 
But once the momentum 
was achieved, there was 
no   stopping   them. 
Myers wisely im- 
ported Toledo actress 
LaVerne Redden to 
tackle the crucial role of 
Mama, instead of mak- 
ing up a fledgling col- 
lege actress to play the 
57-year-old matriarch. 
As ruler of the Younger 
household, she must be 
strong enough to handle 
her bitter son, Walter 
Lee. her high and 
mighty daughter, Ben- 
etha and her spoiled 
grandson, Travis. Red- 
den makes short work of 
them all. The combina- 
tion of Redden and 
Keith Glover (Walter 
Lee) makes the other 
green actors look 
grossly out of place. 
Carefully avoiding the 
"Aunt Jemimah" ste- 
reotype, Redden makes 
Mama a human being, 
showing her wisdom 
and shortcomings in 
raising her children. 
Her iron grip on the 
family Is partially what 
drives her ton to be the 
hapless drunk that he is. 
After 35 years, she fi- 
nally realizes her son's 
need to be the man of 
the house. Mama is 
funny, sad and heart- 
warming. Without the 
dynamic presence of 
Redden, "Raisin" 
would have suffered a 
slow death. 
Keith Glover had no 
small task either. The 
character of Walter Lee 
is exceptionally de- 
manding, fluctuating 
between anguish and 
knee-slapping humor at 
the drop of a hat. Glover 
did his homework for 
this role. He captures 
toe characteristics of 
the beaten down ne'er- 
do-well with painful ac- 
curacy. However, 
Glover had an annoying 
habit of leading witiS his 
bead, and he smoked 
cigarettes as if he were 
blowing a kazoo. Myers 
should fit him with a 
hack brace and forget 
the cigarettes which de- 
tract from Glover's 
credibility. 
"Princess" Carter 
(Ruth) and Kelly Smith 
(Benetha) are begin- 
ners, and it showed. 
Ruth Younger is not a 
fighter like Tier mother- 
in-law, but Carter's per- 
formance is too lame 
next to her towering 
husband, Walter Lee. 
Her one convincing mo- 
ment is the sparkle in 
her eye as she reflects 
on an evening at the 
movies with her hus- 
band. 
Kelly Smith plays the 
selfish snob, Benetha, 
with disturbing ease, 
but she crumbled when 
the script demanded 
that she show something 
other than indifference. 
Why any of her suitors 
bother knocking on her 
door is beyond me. Ben- 
etha is showered with 
gifts from uptown boys 
who would do better in- 
vesting in Beruit real 
estate. Jove knows what 
she has to offer aside 
from a hard head. 
Her seemingly blind 
admirers, Asagai and 
Murchison, are a small 
cut above their dream- 
girl. James Williamson 
(Asagai) achieves the 
romantic lover image 
without plunging a dag- 
ger through his ribs. His 
accent is not oppressive, 
and be darn near got 
Smith to emit some 
compassion in isolated 
moments. 
Chet Cunningham 
(Murchison) is a bit 
heavy-handed with fa- 
cial expressions, but 
was amusing enough to 
keep the audience 
chuckling. It's refresh- 
ing to see a chauvanist 
played with charm 
enough to make the 
women laugh. 
If the audience had 
rotten  fruit  in 
Douglas Welch (as Karl 
Under) would have re- 
ceived the lion's share. 
Not for ineptitude, but 
because of his singular 
ability to portray the 
bigot with good inten- 
tions. 
Baye Perry (Travis) 
and Billy Taylor (Bobo) 
make fortunate few ap- 
pearances due to their 
ability to cover nervous- 
ness. Keep plugging 
away, lads; experience 
will cure that. 
A big hand must be 
doled out to all the ac- 
tors for bearing with a 
queerly responsive au- 
dience. Some of the 
most serious scenes got 
the biggest laughs. The 
creaky stage floor (cry- 
ing for replacement) 
must take a bit of credit 
for completing the ten- 
ement image. 
If you can exuse some 
deficient acting and sit 
through two and a half 
hours of good, solid 
drama, I'd highly rec- 
ommend "Raisin." 
Even if you can't, go; 
it's good for you. 
"A Raisin in the Sun" 
will be playing tonight 
and Saturday night at 
the Joe E. Brown The- 
ater. Curtain time is at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $1.50 
and are available only 





A RAISIN IN THE SUN 
April 4-7 
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 
8:00 p.m. ALL TICKETS M.50 





1025 N. Main St., B.G., 352-9113 
CASEY'S 
W. Poe Rd. 
3 




April 6-13, 1984 
ICELANDAIR IS STILL 
YOUR REST VALUE 
TO EUROPE. 
LUXEMBOURG 
ALSO LOW COST SERVIU TO PARIS. FRANKFURT AMD MICE 
RF.MEMMR. OMIT ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE WKATHTAJCW6 
•MUTT OF ICELANO ADO WCIUOES AIL MM EXTRA! 
■ Free deluxe motorcoach (ran Luxembourg (o tele<t ilUe* m 
Germany. Belgium and Holland   ■ Bargam trim lam M Switzerland 
and France   ■ Super Saver car rentals (ran fcW'weefc m 







• egg rolls • sweet & sour chicken 
• sweet & sour pork • chow meln 
•fried rice •'eggfoo young 
• much more 
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE 
354-2277 
Synchronicity presents 
You Should Be 
Dancing 
Tonight • 8-12 PM 
FALCON'S NEST 
Dance featuring the best of disco, 
motown and new music. 
Complete with sirens, fog machine, & mirror balls. 
Free Pizza • Free Admission • Beer Available 






by Michael D. Towle 
In Chicago you can walk for miles 
down Rush Street and never come 
across a restaurant similar to any 
other you've been in. Chicago restau- 
rant owners seem to strive for the 
distinctive, the diverse, the different. 
Ken Corbett's Sundance restaurant, 
110 N. Main St., was built with that 
idea. Built to be "something differ- 
ent." 
Corbett grew up the son of an adver- 
tising man, which he says gave him 
the opportunity to live in several 
different places - one of which was 
Chicago. His diverse cultural back- 
ground is bred into Sundance. 
Ken also travels to eight or nine 
different cities a year looking for 
ideas to enhance his menu or decor. 
"I got the burrito from this little 
place in a Chicago suburb, and the 
Reuben from a deli near downtown 
there," he said. 
Sundance's decor is straight 
from.. .well, straight from Ken Cor- 
bett's imagination. Corbett says he 
will sit down, look at something for a 
long period of time and then just 
create. 
"I did most of this place, mostly just on a whim. It's not really like any 
place else. It has it's own personal- 
ity," he said. 
Sundance's interior carries the 
theme of the Indian-west. With paint- 
ings that liken themselves to a bril- 
lant Arizona sunset, and a Buffalo 
head probably captured by a Sioux 
Indian. 
"Ill tell you this whole thing is now 
bigger than I ever imagined it would 
beTl started off selling hamburgs and 
ended up selling steaks," he said. 
Ken recently refurbished the sec- 
ond floor of the restaurant. It now has 
a full kitchen and bar, and is deco- 
rated to bring out the same atmo- 
sphere generated by the floor below. 
The new addition also brings with it 
an outside patio. Ken plans on opening 
up "as soon as the weather will let 
me." 
An open barbecue will be built on 
the patio, which adds another diver- 
sity to the Sundance menu found 
nowhere else in Bowling Green. 
Corbett has changed His menu over 
the last four years to fit anyone's 
budget from the college student to the 
successful businessperson, and he has 
taken great strides to make both feel 
at home in his restaurant. 
You can go into most fine restau- 
rants in Bowling Green order a steak 
and sit next to a guy wearing a three 
piece wool suit. 
You can go into any bar in Bowlimg 
Green, order a beer, and sit next to a 
guy in a sweatshirt. 
But, you can go into Sundance, 
order a beer and a steak, and sit next 
to both the guy in the wool suit and the 
guy in the sweatshirt. 
"You wouldn't feel out of place here 
in Jeans." Ken said. ''But, you 
wouldn't feel uncomfortable in a suit 
either." 
As an example, County Prosecutor 
Betty Montgomery was In for dinner 
Wednesday night, and the Falcon 
Hockey team picked up their end of a 
bet there Thursday night. (Corbett 
told several team members he would 
buy them dinner if they won the 
National Championship.) 
Corbett's staff plays a big part in 
making his clientel feel comfortable. 
He says he looks for the kind of person 
you could sit down and drink a beer 
with. 
"When I interview people I will try 
to see if I like talking to them. Be- 
cause if they make me like them, 
they'll usually do the same for my 
customers," he said. 
The food though is the bottom line 
for any restaurant, and the cuisine at 
Sundance is second to none in Bowling 
Green. 
Corbett spends hours in the kitchen 
working with new recipes and - as 
mentioned - travels around the coun- 
try In search of new items to add to his 
already extensive menu. 
However, it is not just the quality of 
the meal that brings customers back 
to Sundance from around Ohio, but 
also the size of the portions. 
Nobody, nobody, nobody leaves the 
place hungry. Corbett probably has 
fed more pets of his customers than 
any other restaurant owner in history. 
"I think it has a lot to do with the 
way I grew up, I just like to see people 
leave here with a satisfied look on 
their face," be said. 
Food. . . Excellent 
Price. . . Moderately Expensive 
Food Value. .. Excellent 
Service. . . Excellent 
Atmosphere. . . Excellent 
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by Mark Pi Vincenzo 
Two women pushed open the nar- 
row double-doors, strolled in, and slid 
into a dimly lit booth with black 
leather seats and a thick oak table. As 
they looked around, one of them said 
"Ya know, this looks like a very nice 
place." 
She was right. 
It is. 
It's Trade Winds restaurant, 104 S. 
Main St., formerly The Parrot & The 
Peacock restaurant. 
"We (the owners) changed the 
name because it was the easiest way 
to let the community know where we 
are, who we are and what's going to 
change," Michael Titmuss, part- 
owner of Trade Winds, said. 
Titmuss, along with "Boots" Fergu- 
son and Marvin Reed, own the restau- 
rant and Milton's, a sit-down bar on 
the second floor above Trade Winds. 
High ceilings, varnished wood 
floors and rough-looking brick walls 
frame Trade Winds, and old photos 
and antiques decorate the restaurant. 
A 60-year old table radio and a black 
baby carriage sit on wooden cross 
beams above two booths. 
Trade Winds has a clean, comfort- 
able, good smell. 
Hostesses, waitresses and bus boys 
carry plates of anything from shrimp 
scampies, to steaks, to king-sized 
hamburgers, while dashing back and 
forth from the dining room to the 
kitchen. 
The biggest difference between 
Trade Winds and The Parrot & The 
Peacock is the expansion of the menu, 
Titmuss said. 
Trade Winds' dinner menu offers 12 
appetizers, eight salads, seven sea 
food dishes, seven house specialities, 
six meals "from the broiler" and 
eight "super sandwiches" plus soups, 
desserts and a variety of beverages - 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic. The lunch 
menu is lighter but comparable. 
"Trade Winds is more like a restau- 
rant or a dinner house than The Par- 
rot & The Peacock was," Titmuss 
said, "but it (The Parrot & The Pea- 
cock) never offered too much of a 
selection as far as larger meals 
went." 
I remembered eating at The Parrot 
& The Peacock and quite frankly, I 
was surprised my meal was as good 
as it was. I ate like a hungry rat. 
shoveling down potato skins loaded 
with bacon bits and melted cheeses, a 
salad and rolls and shrimp scampies 
sauteed in garlic butter and sherry. 
"The owners of The Parrot & The 
Peacock did things their way and 
we're doing things our way; "Titmuss 
said, "which just happens to be a little 
different." 
A new sheet of stained glass in 
Trade Winds' back bar will replace 
the stained glass used when the res- 
taurant was The Parrot & The Pea- 
cock. And an island of eight-two seat 
tables in the back of the dining room 
will be removed and replaced by 
larger tables to provide more seating 
because, according to Titmuss, the 
restaurant is "a little too secluded 
now." 
Titmuss, who has managed the Gig- 
gles and Dixie Electric nightclubs and 
has taken classes in food manage- 
ment, said he has been in the process 
of ''putting together" his own restau- 
rant-nightclub for the past six years. 
Food. . .  Very Good 
Price. . . Moderately Expensive 
Food Value:. .  Good 
Service. . .   Very Good 
Atmosphere. . . Very Good 
Marg arita' 
by Mary Gibson and 
Carolyn Van Schaik 
A glass of water won't douse the fire 
in your mouth. A margarita only 
makes it worse, but Margarita's food 
will satisfy most Americans' addic- 
tion to Mexican cuisine. 
Somewhat Americanized, Margari- 
ta's, 1740 E. Wooster St., offers Mexi- 
can food that most Americans will 
find palatable. 
"Not many people can eat real 
Mexican food," Kent Bevel, Margari- 
ta's general manager, said. "It would 
be great to serve authentic Mexican 
food, but you have to look at it from a 
huiinmn n*an,*Pn*nt" 
Open since July 1963, Margarita's 
offers the typical nacho plates as well 
as some not-so-typical items such as 
Mexican pitas and stuffed peppers. 
The Nacho Supreme plate we ate 
turned out to be a switch from the 
typical nacho plate one might enjoy. 
The meals were also delicious, but the 
fried ice cream and the cherry burro 
made the meal. Although rich and 
filling, they were worth every calorie. 
The menu also includes selections 
for people who may not share that 
hankering for South-of-tne-border 
fare. As Mexican restaurants go, 
Margarita's food is comparable. 
And like roost Mexican restaurants, 
the prices are reasonable. For $10 to 
$15 two people can have drinks and 
dinners that can satisfy even the 
heartiest of appetites. 
But Margarita's is not just a restau- 
rant. It is also a lounge/nightclub. 
From singer/entertainer Don Coats, 
to the Wednesday night open stage 
format, to Rosie and Aaron's JumpuV 
Jive Band, Margarita's can become 
an evening hot spot while remaining 
what Bevel calls "a family restau- 
rant." 
"We've tried to create a restaurant 
where you can have an excellent 
dinner and have fun at the same 
time," Bevel said. 
To accommodate this, the staff tries 
to assure that customers are treated 
well, offering them reasonably 
prompt and courteous service. 
While the decor in most Mexican 
restaurants is grossly overdone and 
tends to be gaudy, Margarita's man- 
S?es only to be somewhat overdone, 
owever, offensive does not seem so 
bad in a Mexican restaurant. 
The Mexican flavor of Margarita's 
is something unique to Bowling 
Green. The restaurant offers good 
food and well-rounded entertainment 
that appeals to students, families and 
young professionals. 
Food... good - very good 
Price... very reasonable 
Food value... excellent 
Service... good 
Atmosphere... good, as far as Mexi- 
can restaurants go 
Photos by DavwCozad 
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The 1984 KEY... 
Your Only Sure Bet 
Order your 1984 Yearbook 
and receive a FREE raffle ticket 
for a chance to win: 
1S PrlZe! 13 inch Color Television Donated by K-Mart. 1111S Main 
2nd Prize!*"*' Gilt Certificate from Finders Records. 128 N. Main 
lWO 3'   PriZeS.' Two S25 Gilt Certificates at Trade Winds. 104 S Main 
Drawing: Friday, April 27.5 P 
(Winners will be notified) 
.m. 
ORDER NOW at the 
KEY Office BG News Office 
106 University Hall 
•OR-        8a.m. -5p.m. 
Monday • Friday 
310 Student Services 
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Monday • Friday 
or from any KEY Staff member 
Receive your FREE raffle 
ticket for a chance to win! 
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER - 
Music SurveyResults 
The following are the results of 
Friday's Music Poll, conducted 
through the pages of the BG 
News, from February 23 to March 
27. 
Respondent Profile - Average 
Age: 19.7; Male: 57%, Female: 
43%; Residency - On Campus: 
62%, Off Campus: 38%; LPs pur- 
chased per month: 1.9; Concerts 
attended per semester: 1.5. 
Favorite Artist 
1. The Police 
2. Michael Jackson 
3. Led Zeppelin 
4.U2 
5. Talking Heads 
6. Beatles 
7. Genesis 
8. Bruce Springsteen 
9. Def Leopard 
10. The Who 
Honorable Mention: Invisible 
Flintstones (favorite local band) 
Favorite Current Song 
1. Cyndi Lauper - "Girls Just 
Want To Have Fun" 
2. Van Halen - "Jump" 
3. Michael Jackson -'"Thriller" 
4. Nena - "99 Luft Ballons" 
5. Rockwell - "Somebody's 
Watching Me" 
Best LP of 1983 
1. The Police — Synchronicity 
2. Michael Jackson - Thriller 
3. Def Leppard - Pyromania 
4. U2 - War 
5. Robert Plant - The Principle 
of Moments 
Music Preferences  if 
1. Rock (70%) 
2. New Wave (62%) 
3. Reggae (29%) 
4. Jazz (26%) 
5. Classical (24%) 
6. Soul (20%) 
7. Country (19%) 
Favorite Radio Station 
1. WBGU - 88.1 FM (41%) 
2.WIOT-104.7FM(38%) 
3.WRQN-93.5FM(34%) 
Favorite Music Publication: Roll- 
ing Stone 
Do you enjoy hearing music by 
new artists? 
Yes: 63%; No: 2% Sometimes: 
32% 
Do you prefer listening to older, 
more familiar artists? 
Yes: 31% No: 13% Sometimes: 
48% 
Sample comments: 
About music: "Good music is 
go d 
music. I think too many people 
are concerned about only liking 
music if it fits into a certain 'cat- 
egory.' " 
"Rock music listeners are closed- 
minded for the most part." 
"The lyrical content of the vast 
majority of newer songs is incred- 
ibly bad - techno-pop dance 
oriented music with Romper 
Room lyrics." 
"Nothing musical has happened 
since 1976." 
About the media: "I hate radio 
stations when they burn out popu- 
lar songs by playing them all the 
time." 
"Toledo radio stations suck." 
" Thank god for WBGU." 
"Buy leather and spikes, Fats, 
buy leather and spikes!!" 
About Michael Jackson: "Michael 
Jackson for President!!!" 
"Michael Jackson is so over- 
played!  And I don't like his 
glove!" 
"I'm living for Michael Jackson's 
tour." 
Miscellaneous: "Will there be a 
concert at BG this yearV'(good 
question) 
rtIf the Police or Duran Duran are 
#1, I'll puke. New wave is for the 
trendy girls infiltrating this con- 
servative campus." 
Please note: In some instances, 
respondents were able to choose 
more than one choice, therefore 




A FUNNY THING 
HAPPENED ON THE WAY 
TO THE FORUM 
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
(4/21 Matinee 3:00) 
Adults $5.00 Students $3.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Box office open 
9:00-5:00 
This week on TV 
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Tho Gros*. 10 rraTfBrasd by Goc.o» 










MOVW   **    TTM Not 
HMO)   CM   fsotwMon.   0MM 
■•*■> A pitot tuTtM to drirAFog lo 
•ocopo >ho ufifiwinm of >m 
T.nip orsd tho fnjobobori of IM 
coroaf ff> 
0 TONtOHT HOM JaViny 
Coroon GUMII mngm Aobor io 
'took, KBTMI IOTMI OonM 
SASC MEWS NrOHTLINC 
MNNVHSJ. 
IATINBOHT   AMtmCA 





• MOVIf * *    Ang* ■ A-** 
Uf*«ILooGc«C-T»  -M-jMoI 
■SMI    PQA    OOLf      GrawNo. 
Qrajsjnaboro Opon'   Ssjcond rouTtd 
(from araotntwo N C I (ft) 
S«0 
m«a Movs **   TO Sdsyr. 
AflWI "|1 SSI) AMor-0 C0TT»T-*0 
llBEarnoPsWO 
4«0 
0 MOVIf **V> South CM 
Si LooH" (IMII JIM. McCrad 
ZKlsory Scon 
■MM 
IUPN1  TOP  RANK   iOXING 
M 
(TMO  MOV*   * * v,      Mof*M> 





SB WMfFL 0 
•   TV   AUC 
BOO 
LOPFOHTUNC 
TION   A   b-J-by- 
phorw 
thsng |nd sMorytrsing «•*■ bo one 
nonod » d» r»e*MM« Mddv 
I HAPPY DA VS AGAIN 
AEROStC DANCING 






■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
#SUSIN*SS RCPORT 
cMH Of  nmo.   MM  up  BM*  • 
oyBotiMO  fvd  of oVoonon  monoy 
B«Vl o bod howl COftdrtoOn     PG 
IK ■ WtSSTIN Koth.-.n. 
botcorTBN BBOBOUO of • bkdubful 
btondo from GBMTBM ■ poN Ifl) 
0 WALL STMIT WSSK 
To Fsjhi Or S-Mch" GUBMI DBC* 
Fottson. odrtor and poDs-vw Tho 
IsMphono Switch N«V>WBKM 
SAO 
9  •  DALLAS  f>im  M M 
ruofi Wart mto o buds  marnofo. 
OVMI J fl   Wd JO Hid dsMM ■ P-JT 
n nAn Oiyoon ond MBM (loo O 
Iron *" Conool Amovoza. icsx 
N"-.«?oo-io Anoihor VoMnoTfi?'' 
So—mart Ctoor-r. ator of itogo 
JTAB-PBMOBI ond tam. djoctddW ihu 
rupw-/iu of fow car*.* and har 
narom partormonca m "4 GTM 
4." ill 
(TMO OO.NO MOU.VWOOO 
Roban rVmop MBSBSI CM -** 
ol Pto rno-BM of tha 1»30o  •-*» 
S:00 
St SAME STRCET 
ORE AT  SPACf   COAST- 
!FAMf 
TO SC ANNOUNCED 
MASQUfRADC LOWMMT 
and ha racnafa ••»* to t*erm 
Cork) to haH tr* ooto of .OP-MOB* 
manarv B^oortnailcn to «*» So-i 
att. 
4B MOVof ***    CoMpaacy 
Of Haorta    |1ft«0l La. Pabnar. 
OUM  Smrth   St.  Louoi Odo-aN' 
■noiiaaap 
rruci Mov* **    To Sagn 
AotPt" (18*31 Arrlor-o Fartood- 
Incarna Paao A dpno Nobal Pn»a 
—mnar and author roftana to 
SaoB-i IO ravMst hso paai TO' 
7«> 
m     m     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONtOMT    Fadtmd:    acaraaa 
Carvfcca   lan|Bn.    ■   loo.   H 
Caoa Lombard Frad Aataro and 
0*9***9—- 
11:40 
• N40HT AT THf RACE S 
12:00 
0 MOV* * ri Tha Craatura 
MM Tha Sbo» Hand' IISTOl 
Klaua K oak. 0-os ■ ■■<• 
! ROCK PALACE 
TV AUCTION (CONT D) 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
12:SO 
sfj  FRIDAY   NIGHT   VIDEOS 
Faafcaad   Pmaai Raol   M|mani 
with  Duron  Owan.  Cyncft Laupar 
1 Ttrno Afto- Tana"|. SSf Mol 
{"Eyaa without A Faca I Vm 
(XaavapT. 
12:40 
• GCCO ROCKIN' TONITC 
12:4S 
KSPN)   SPORTSLOOBX   Gaaat 
ODM Smith.  Si   louso Cardraa. 
BUOBM 
w*Mi tha hasp of ■ br*-» row of       ■RottMap 
Ooci i     1m i Of 




«SPHI OYM NASnCS NCAA 
0> mm a Omtmimmtm' ■«*•» 
val   eompaB»Borai   Hrom   SpnnQ 
ho-d. MOM I 
MM 
fl • FALCON CRCST Ansya 
aoMw bar faaawfo for Phflkp. and 
CarrMso « kMkiappad by tha cartM 
fB   THE    NATIONAL   Q   / 
JOURNAL 
9   MATT    HOUSTON   Malt 
laarchM tor a myatonoua WaroVr 
Monroo looa-alfta IR) Q 
m TV AUCTION ICONTD) 
(T*K)     MOV*    *H       TtajM- 
rto*f*'   dttll S*d» Uayna   A 
MQ 
fJoMMY SWAOOART 
MOV***v,      Dart  Jour 
nav" I1S37, VMM Laoph. Conrad 
WML 
1:10 
(TMOMOVM •* "lOToHkd- 
tmpf   IIM3I OsMaa aVonaon. 
Andra-. Swvano 
1:1S 
fjoaWS SPEEOWEEK M) 
1:40 
• DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
Daosj   PBRBJ    ffOs*.    Hanr,    VM. 
RobB-i Hood and ■ Sowah Amarv 
• SCOOSY    OOO    AND 
SCI^APPV OOO SHOW 
(IK)MPER ROOM 
COMPUTER    CHPJONI 
cut 
ISPN) WORLD CUP SKIINO 
Woman k Slalom    (from Watar 
v*o VOBVry   H H HID 
MO 
0    0    DUNGEONS    ANO 
DRAGONS 
S     PAC-MAN      /      RUSlK 
CUM / MENUOO 
ISfTS AND BYTES 





9 0 TARZAN: LORO OF 
THE JUNGLE 
9 MAJA. THE SEE     Mo»o lo 
wwrm 
ICAMSRIOGC FORUM 
MOV*   *#*    3:10 To 
YWJM" 11*571 OBBTM Ford. Van 
0   ALL   NfW   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE 
10: SO 
•ft   9    BUOS    SUNNV   / 
ROADRUNNER 
• SPREAD   YOUR  WINGS 
Haoan   Tha  C»pM  Wao-ar"   A 
12-yoar-oM   -~»an   youfft   daeV 
ca*M hsmaarl lo batorryng a n>M 
Mr carpal araawor   Ifl) 
S  ALVIN  ANO   THf   CMfP- 
-MUNKS 
J THE LITTLES 
NSW TECH TaaSM 
HEARTBEAT 
(ESPN)     CHEERLEADING 
Toaui 
tlrom OrMndD. FMI  l«1 
114)0 
| CCdMDNATlON STRCET 
■      "-T 









LSAT • GMAT • MCAT • GRE 
(419) 538-3701 
3550 Secor Road 





We're looking forward 
to seeing you 
this weekend 
at Uptown. 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU 
EAST    SOUTH 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
. ... 
10 bg news magazine/oprll 6 1984 
• OMAT CNSFB OP SAN 
PftAMCtKO 
(TMOMOVIt ***H Trtewt 





/ INCMDSJLI HULK 
9     MATIN 11     AT     THt 
•IJOU 
S) MAOtC Of ANIMAL 
ANO   LAND«CAM   PAINT- 
tm 
awnt PLAY YOUR KIT 
TIN Nit B^Ung Vow Boat 
0*m«-  ff) 
.2:00 
9 MOVW  * # H   f M Gv*n 
An4 My Tha IOOT IIII3I Jamas 
CaWit.KmKnMaHmOR. 
TMISKiTTS 
VMIKINO IPCCIAL    Al 
Tha   Hoiwr In   Tho   World    A 
wMnoMl scars wtun * MpfVCMun 
<*W Ni command 10 hot* Ml 
th* rnanay " "» -artd  (P.) Q 
0   TV AUCTION A HcHfy- 
pteona  MMainil   .vnara   sr,y 
VVonel Ctrtnf Owmp«n<Aai. M 
from CMum. MmaaoM). 
• BASfBALL     10*4:    A 
LOOK   AHCAO   HN of   Fama 
N   Aim   hoata   ma. 
of ma IMS major laagua 
•on and toe* i al ma 
baa agani mowaa and ap>mg Dam- 
ShrtMm 
VV*APO*«S   IN   SPACE 
THS Nf XT ARMS RACE 
■SPN)   POA   OOLF    'Oraaajr 
Oraanaboro Oaon"   Hard rotavd 
tlMa from Oraanboro. N.C.I 
MO 
m     r»A     BOWLING 
*111.000 Lang laland Oaan 
VMO from GareMn City. N.Y.I 
• USPL FOOTBALL M-J-aar 
Panchara al OUanoma OattM 
CTMCI   MOV*    ***      V** 
man     "I        MM3I     ChraMophar 
navmt mcnvd "fyw 
4:O0 
SJV MOVH * "Ootd Of Tha 
Amaaon Woman n»7S. to 
Svanaon AMaa IMaaf, VMM* 
aaarcfang for voaawa -ft ma aav 
aM« af towm Amanca. t*m 
adwantiaara attaiaMa onto a pran> 





■aaaj ana aaaryVang ■•• ba aue- 
aanad w P« laghaat t-doa> 
• MOV*   **      Taw  And 
Tha 3h*-DaW    IIH3I Laa Bart 
m. Mon-M Van Vooran 
BBCNATmO 
aUPN)    NPVS    OMAT18T 
MOMENTS ..nabachatl 
Saaroh and Oaaaroy* « 
laMO 




STAND BBBBB1 OangM TanBay 
I Gala. Oont Vow Lova 
Har»- I BMNrw < Oanon In 
Tha St/oata") 
BB SQUARE FOOT GAR 
OCNING 
■BPW OY1VBNASTKS NCAA 
OMnpn - ChampainaNp" kwBMd- 
laa) comaaaawna dram Spmo- 





BB PLAY PR-DO* 
1:30 
ft   AUTO   ftAONO   "Boutt 
African Grind Ft.    (from Jonan- 
"MugSo Alnca) 
BB CMf_DR*NB  HLM  FBB- 
TTVAL 
SB SASWALL Oaaw Tiaara ai 
• So. SfBBBSBBSj 
IC fc>om Uadata'I 
SB MOV* **t, Awatar:A 
Woman'i Story (IS7SI Ebca- 
ka» MoMoomary. Stadfcad DaV 
tOANCEBHOW 
A HOUSE FOR ALL SEA 
SONS    fnargy   Savara     Smar 
(t   Envoy M^ 
SB      ANOTMSR      EVENING 
WITH      THI     STATLfR 
spxynsws: i swots, LIO- 
INOS B PR*NOS Tha Sroch- 
ari anamai at omanf a TV ahow 
ad for • mnm of 
■>Oucana  Haba 
I13MPOPITB 
SaSKIL     B     EBFRT    AT 
THEMOVSIS 
7:00 
SB AT THE MOVES OSCAR 
SPECIAL '*m ottca Gona SnAal 
and Rooat £*m announea Otaa 
aalact*ma    for    in*    Acadamy 
Aamrda *i rna caaaoonaa of boat 
p»ctt». baai ac»o« / acfrtai. and 
baai »«pamng actor / acwaaa 
BB DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Guaat Dwra Samanko 
I HEEHAW 
EKEND MAGAZINE 
| SOLID GOLD 
(BPORTBCENTER 
T:30 





CB SB WRSZ KBDS Aaoa'a mm 
boy* and ■ purauad by BeMat 
SB NHL HOCKEY 'OnMon 
SamAnai" (Starbng bma tanta- 
thai 
SB D*F RENT STROKES Tha 
Orwrnmonda ara lraatad by fhaa 
fun-hMng DwKti ratabvaa. Bt) 
4B T.J. HOOKER Nookar and 
Romano And fha body of a Noh 
aohool miarandar amaa awoob- 
OBbncj a taan-aga pcmography 
fPjg 
I TV AUCTION (CONTOI 
to ma aonf EUabam • goapP 
oaaj aMh S«a Moaatri V and a 
Waaavn afkarana BBBBSB| Mai 
I MOV* **H My Daar 
I1B4BI Loroma Ooy. 
Krt Oouolaa An auattor'a aaoro- 
Ta-y Ant* mat ha **• art. and 
FANTASY ISLAND A 
i annbj rononga BSSisi fcSI 
<M*mMti nuaband. and a dwB 
accountant wania to baoomo an 
BBBSBaB raghwayman. p 
(TV AUCTION (CONT Dl 
FRONTLINE Tha Saruggja 
m avmm^narri An aAananatvsn 
of Stack pofcbcal poarar wdby at a 
trtY tfwt araa promnant ai m# 
■ Bugtfa *0r m* nofm 0\«mg *• 
IfMOa Q 
™CJ MOVH ••* '«««■ 
n*n ■" I1M1I 
«•■*•. Riciwd r>noj A v 
****** ruidnili KM 10 flOU**- 




t>YTMOH'» flY- ■Nocncua 
nmi traiiTscf NTI n 
MtM 
0) NCWt I "rVowtcwl Alton 
proooaM tno n«M.) ■ ucwwi 
11:10 ■ aaui. »  mm AT 
MiaMi 
■iMOVa*** TKoSow 
Upo" I1K4) Ho, lr».«». Totf, 
LotNjnoo AMowVorhoev'iptAn 
to ON 0 tnond M m ■ An mom 
taoktroo m o ootMo ol oangwno 




■ TV AUCTION ICONT Dl 
l» 
■ LIMA OOLF Monaco ' 
OOtoli Shoro In iilojuaul" TMrd 
rvoid Bim tan HMgn HA* 
Oaunvv CAs n Aonoho AWoow. 
oau. 
•oo 
a) WlOff WOULD Of 
■F0WT» tfNHoAtil   M* Chon- 
«PM IM FOOT1AU. %.- 
nwifKom Stofcona M JookoorNAtt 
■Oft) 
(TAtCI AtOVW **VI Motlvai 
IMo" "Mil OoMon Mooion 
Hah AWACIAO. A SootMII motor 
no toprotoct Ara foM but rum 
-Mo pool** -*w> •roni rl too    PG* 
aao 
■   SA.VT.A    SPOONS   KIM i 
Oortojco VVAorTti  n*To  Moor H 
For Tito owl- 
0 UPHTYLI* OF THI 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
• AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Country Looarvk" Kitty Won. 
Finn Youftf. Fao Woo Kow. 
Johnny Wr«M   ond othoro por- 
SonOOtrol t o VASA ooiAAiiionaAl      rnothor ond 
tohnboi 
OS) li round 
N J I. U.I 
onoADi Itan Yorl. P.I. 
» NATIONAL OEOOPLAPM 
IC SMCLAL Tho Ivonri 
TwdoM 01 An fra" A nuilplpi 
inypn of iMonoonq Aoooy ond 
lontondjoiod pMtv ■> tokon oboord 
tAa PJM of dto onwt Anari ppl n 
oorto-AthvitK pmneo - it* 
Ouoon Elnnodi t W 
inn »uio AAOMO  p.. 




nootttn to oontrtnco f dword ond 
lAcAy dtot dn M otnetfy o buk- 
1I:SS 
■ «TAA SEAACM 
11:4S 
■ MOV* » * ti "THo loAM- 
OT" (1t7S) Oonrtti Wiovor. 
SAoron Olon A mnd moodond 
■mot tJoyiO MorvoAA, hotol and 
tjooamn omorvghtd «Mdt 0 nov> 
> a US   SoAOtor and 
• CO 
I AUtVYOLF Mi*Aa « nut uao ■ MOVPI *••    TftoFontato 
COOUO"   II9MI    JprA   lommon. 
II"""      Won. Mottnoo 
■ PtOPUE AM FUNNY 
Fapmad Flp moot roavN 100 
tiinoiAmi lor On Otymp-r como- 
dy loom. ■ man artdt I rtoht «t A* 
panto muol (rarnOrtca poopH to 
took btfttr-i tdtn: a nwpto moot 
convtnco grotary  dnpoori  to lot 
•arm OM anad or iftom n Ma 
cpaok-ntln. 
• LOVt   BOAT A dotacta 
• CO 
NEWS HP ■■■N  
ara ■ CSC NEWS 
no     ■ TV   ALICTI 
CTAta MOVW •• VNrlatdi 
Of TM Jilt Canon MM1I 
lArrAad ton. Aft Mctron 
ato 
■ MOVtt **H 'Al TAa 
Earn. I Cm'' llllll Don 
AfcOtro. Poa» cni| 
iSTARTISK 
TV AUCTION ICONTOI 
AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Gooron San / Tho Condon 
MO 
• IVVlLrOPtT ZONf. 
•SW    PLAY    VOUI    SCST 
TENNIS     "SaNca   of   Ma 
3:00 
• SPOHTSWEEKiND 
QrAoSAid SNtaSaali of Sta At 
U ION A bat*r- 
phono araataiaaiio omaro any 
tr-vo trd ovvydyno wti ba auc- 
oonad to d* fnAaoi b-AMr 
(STABTPaHC 
MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU raoaaad: 'TAa Manadn 
•on • 1040 wo- Oapanmant 
aoroanontarv; a 1S41 cortoon. 
Maoi John OouptWoy a ahort 
■OAaat AM Canouor IIA4II 
and Chopto. • ol "lam o Mar. 
•VA»' IIM4I H 
ma APOVSE •• "ONaaad 
r' I1STJ1 PadhM Pty«. 
Alan- Wand War «. 
^ board, ind tMlMiadbY 
an aroBVtt don   (A) Q 
• NSA BASKETBALL 
OoboR PaMtto at M*wo»*n 
IbSS 
MS 
• MAAtA'S FAAHLY Mama 
daraari manor -atot . aor- 
lOdM dto onmotary plot noat  to 
■•mi   wtoe   woptLO   OF 
CMAivapioNSMfr SKIING IKI 
HIS 
nva uav* •*•» -vaaor 
/ Vfcaata•■ (I BUI AN Aattan. 
IMS 





CSrnl   POA   OOLF     Coon 
Groonabaro   upon     Tlard round 
loom Groardun. N c I im 
1:10 
■ StQ TIME WRESTLING / 
SfO TIME COUNTRY 
(NEWS 
MOVW    Kaa Ak Oaady 
11(74 I Odaraa Cha>™   Atttn 
I tar Ooon and MS ) LOVl CONNECTION 
MS 
flAta AAOVPI • * • »   -Mdd- 
■ ■ MKE rlAMMER A n.      Zj,'**" ** U™"™- "~ 
Otaok Mbiplii   ot SB mad I of 
tho raovoir orout    PC 
S:JO 
I TNBJ WEEK IN PARLIA-     laa AM 
IMS 
• AtOVPf •*•   TM F.i 
framoooNAYtaat " '     *-. Can   IIMll Gr-jory »or». 
■ THE YELLOW ROSE Roy     j-.oilTai.ia. ■■ i a.i... 
no., tho rattdAo Adtaa mt M     •»■■ ■^""BMajTSai 
oRdro m dl nohto m MO far o 4.-00 





[ma  MOVIE  **••    o. 
TM wmrtont 119641 Mdian 
•rondo   Evo U«u Sont 
MS 
• IWTPATTKX 
««mi RODEO from Monon. 
Taon IRI 
S:O0 
■ FAITH FOR TOOAY 
S:SO 
■ FOR OUR TIMES An 
■anainyi of tho praUama fn- 





TMPaH    CHEERS    POR 
UPS 
■ FROM THE EDITOR'S 
DESK 
«Smi NUAoERO UNO From 
am*«d>ou». o Wnt Oatntan 




JACK VAN IMPS 
ROBERT SCHULLfR 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
■SAM STRtST mi rj 
SSFIB SaA3PITSC*NT7ia| 
• 30   i 
IMPIEXHUA4SARO 
COAmMUPHTY    SHOW- 
CASE 
•OO 
■ ■ SUNDAY MORNING 
R-Ay B3P3BS o Now Yam City 
Noh KAool atudm oto panto- 
down. EugonM Zudt«mon proNn 
oompooorntaMOan 
SAOPttBCOPE Oil 
TOLEDO BINDS GOSPEL 
THE   WORLD   TOMOR- 
ROW 
fSESAAAf STREET IRI CJ 
ROSSRT BCHULLER ' 
MISTER PKXiERS IRI   ' ■B 
s 
OO 
£ KENNETH COPELANO 
NEWTON'S APPLE 
•S OYMNASTICS    ttCAA 
Ownon • ■». Inn,  Clump, 
onarsp    Ittom Sat^Mflasd   Maaa I 
St) 
S:S0 
ITHOS VbSSK IN ONTARIO 
LO  OUE   ESTA   PABAN- 
i 1000 WESTERN OARONER DAY OF OtBCOVERY NOVA O. HalSIS KENNEDY 
ITHCI     MOVII      A • * . 
Around TM Wand In SO Oayd 
IISMI Daual PJAdP. SAMpy Mat 
laa. 
MtO) 
■ FACE THE  NATION 
■ BONANZA 
■ SUNOAY SUPPLE ME NT 
■ ORAL IIOBBRTS 
■ FANTASTIC FUN PEST1- 
VAL 
■ PRE SENT! 
I ISM 
J CLEVELAND CAUCUS 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP   POR   SHUT- 
INS 
« SITS AND BYTES 
MOVIE **# 'lABo Lard 
Faunttaroy    IIB38I Fradda •. 




LOOK   OUT   VVORIO. 
HERE WECOMI 
■ FACE THE NATION 
■ SUNOAY MASS 
S COMMUNITY CLOSS-UP 
■ ENTERPRISE 
■ THE LAWMAKERS 
■•mi   ISO PTSHM'   HOLS 
'LdfOiitdudt San Fadtotf <n Eav 
aJbSS aUtta. MM.' SB 
I TV AUCTION (CONTOI 
AMERICAN PLAV- 
HOUSS M. lo-utyhoorti 
line tSSSpJj and A/tAur HS alar at 
Nafhor-M Wnt i dromo about a 
young Aiunalajt who lo forcad to 
amw an otfwco ooAftvn lor dot 
lo.otdtn (Rlq 
MS 




STATS IN CONFERENCE 
Contnorty Ond bdnitoddhdi Or* 
tfucunod by taur format ooorotor- 
•n of itmo 4fcf.aar M. Hda) 
>.. Cpta S vatna. warn P 
llodAto and Oaan RutA:   Ed—. 
la. onr 
■   PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ITS 
« WITH THIS RINO 
BLACK FORUM 
S»M 
SJ SPANISH AtEOITATION 
7r00 
I FOCUS: BLACA 
■ JIMMY SWAOOART 
vvAasNaioii RSPOR i 





HaTJH    SCHOOL    QUIZ 
(TMO   MOVa   *••*    "0- 
Iha wnorAon.    I1BS4I Marian 
•ntnda. f va alotla Sam. 
1:30 
■ ■ NSA BASKETBALL 
loo Anoafcta Lawn at Pordand 
TradKooora 
•as 
■ LPGA   OOLF    "NUIUI   / 
J ON THE ISSUE 
ASCENT OP ALAN 
NOVA   TM World Aooord- 
■FdJ To Waiaotopf    A praPJa of 
Caumyy CAa> M Aanoho Mbdsa. 
oau, 
ITV AUCTION (CONT Dl 
MOVa ••»     Tho Good 
01a    Votduj"    11SSSI    tSoMrd 
•aoohort   Glana Graham. 
• otSaBS   STORY   Vdaman 
m TV   A loo. ot tho aWa-dSai 
tho omoddt of tnnorooti n a 
muac-toMt   and   croaan   of   fha 
IMS 
ITHE MOPPETS 
THbl   WEEK   IP 
BALL 
I MEET THE PRESS 




am AUTO RACINO NAS- 
CAR Nwatooonii lank 400 
ttuo Iran ttdrdi VYBinpl. 
N.C.I. 
1.00 
•   ■   NSA   BASKETBALL 
Now Yd* bvCM M PliilldiSliil 
7lor. 
■ COUNTRY CANADA A 
took at Canto or rapaooad. an of 
Caaonaboro   Oaon      FMI   round 
ON. bom Grnnoboro  NCI. 
•at 
■     INTERNATIONAL    EOt- 
TKAN A look « U S  rwwa ^onta 
try   Noat   Ford Aowan 
MS 
« CSC NEWS 
FaRINO LONE "Haw bj Mr*. 
Thatch*    LVaingl"     Goaata 
AtNftdw   tuddbt,   .dttor   Of   TM 
ddkat ol   TM   Fmoncaf   Tlmn 
ounounda   n 
SJ SPIinWOSI fl Faaturad 
TM CART / btdV Long SaacA 
Grand Fn. Itrom Long aaach 
CaSM.       , 
■ TV AUCTION A b-Mry 
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Apply for one of the best 
student jobs on campus: 
• Practical •Good •Learn 
Sales Experience Commission Time Management 
Six display sales positions will be opening for 
the 1984-85 school year ■ 5 Bowling Green 
representatives and   1   Toledo  representative. Deadline: 
Open to all majors. Must have car. TODAY, A p.m. 
 Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall. 
